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PROPOSED DAM, NAVIGATION LOCKS AND FLOOD 
CONTROL PUMPING STATION FOR THE MYSTIC 

RIVER BASIN 
BY K. PETER DEVENIS,* Member 

(Presented at a meeting of the Hydraulics Section, B.S.C.E., held on November 7, 1962.) 

The Mystic River Basin Elevation Control Project was author
ized by the Massachusetts Legislature under Chapter 64 7 of the Acts 
of 19 5 7. At that time a sum of six million dollars was appropriated to 
construct a dam with locks and appurtenances across the Mystic River 
in the cities of Somerville and Everett. 

Final plans and specifications for this project are being prepared 
by Charles A. Maguire & Associates, Engineers, through the Parks 
Division of the Metropolitan District Commission. A dam will be con
structed across the tidal estuary immediately below the confluence of 
Mystic and Malden Rivers. Construction is expected to start during 
the summer of 1963, and to be completed near the end of 1966. [See 
postcript-Ed.] 

The purpose of the project is to maintain the Mystic and the 
Malden Rivers at an essentially constant level, in order to eliminate 
tidal flooding. Many corollary benefits will result from construction of 
the dam. The existing tidal mud flats will be replaced by a scenic fresh 
water basin for recreational boating; where tidal marshes now exist, 
parks and athletic fields will be developed; adequate navigation depths, 
now available only at near high tide, will be provided at all times; 
flooding, resulting from the backup of fresh water runoff at high es
tuary levels, will be reduced; dumps will be reclaimed for industrial 
and commercial purposes; and a general uplifting of a wide area ad
jacent to the Basin is expected. 

* Project l\:fanager, Charles A. l\1aguire & Associates, Consulting .Engineers, 15 Court Sc1uare, 
Boston 8, :Massachusetts. 
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HISTORY 

The plan to construct a dam across the Mystic River is not new. 
\Ve owe much to earlier engineers who prepared extensive reports and 
preliminary plans for the various locations considered. Some of the 
reports prepared by John R. Freeman about sixty years ago are still 
pertinent today. 

John R. Freeman was, perhaps, the greatest American civil en
gineer. Most of you are familiar with his work because of his close 
association with the Boston Society of Civil Engineers. His very thor
ough engineering reports were instrumental in the creation of the 
Charles River Basin and the Lower Mystic Lake. 

In 1904, Mr. Freeman prepared a report on improvement of the 
Upper Mystic River and Alewife Brook, by means of tide gates and 
large drainage channels, for the Metropolitan Parks Commission. 
Two proposals of tide gates were studied: one on the Mystic River at 
Cradock Bridge, Medford, and the other on Alewife Brook, near its 
outlet into Mystic River, Arlington. A location at Cradock Bridge 
was recommended because it would provide greater normal river 
flows to absorb the pollution load, and would create a larger pondage 
volume for storage of flood flows. It must be emphasized that large 
drainage channels were recommended as major features of the project. 

In 1906, the State Board of Health considered the location of a 
dam across the Mystic River at Wellington Bridge, instead of the 
location at Cradock Bridge. The Metropolitan Park Commission, al
though recognizing the additional advantages to navigation and land 
reclamation, because of the greater cost of the project recommended 
against it at the time, although they felt that the project might be 
constructed at some future date. The plan to construct the dam at 
Cradock Bridge was approved and the weirs, lock, dam, and tide gates 
were completed in 1909. 

In 1931, Mr. X. H. Goodnough prepared a report recommending 
the construction of a dam downstream of Wellington Bridge, at a loca
tion close to the present site, rather than at Wellington Bridge. Charles 
T. Main, Inc. prepared several reports and plans for locations at the 
Eastern Division Bridge of the Boston and Maine Railroad in 194 7, 
just upstream of Wellington Bridge in 1949, and again near the 
Eastern Division Bridge of the Boston and Maine Railroad in 1959. 

Charles A. Maguire & Associates was selected in 1961 to prepare 
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the final plans and specifications for the construction of the project, 
for which an appropriation had been made previously, based on earlier 
reports. Following new detailed topographic surveys and subsurface 
soil investigations, a site immediately downstream of the confluence 
of Malden and Mystic Rivers was recommended. Concurrently with 
the site studies, detailed surveys were made of existing pollution , 
navigation, and hydrology for the Mystic River and its tributaries, to
gether with the projection of existing conditions into the future . 

Several problems became apparent which had to be solved before 
optimum development of the future Basin could be expected. The con
cept of the proposed facilities was changed in some very important 
respects to overcome these problems and to allow the maximum utiliza
tion of the proposed water Basin and the surrounding land area. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The construction of the Mystic River Basin Elevation Control 
Project will result in the development of water and land areas up
stream of the proposed dam. Fig. 1 shows an artist's conception of the 
future appearance of the proposed Basin . The proposed dam, below 
the confluence of Mystic and Malden Rivers, will span the river from 
Somerville to Everett at a point opposite the Monsanto Chemical 
Company. The existing Western Division Bridge of the Boston and 
Maine Railroad and Wellington Bridge are visible in the center of the 
rendering, upstream of the proposed dam . It is intended to develop the 
Mystic River and its banks primarily for recreational purposes . The 
areas adjacent to the Malden River are expected to be developed 
primarily for industrial and commercial purposes. 

Fig. 2 shows an outline of the water area of the proposed Mystic 
River Basin. After removal of existing Cradock Lock, the proposed 
Basin will include Lower Mystic Lake, Little Pond, Alewife Brook, 
Mystic River and Malden River . For a comparison, while the existing 
Charles River Basin has a water area of 765 acres at normal elevation 
of 108, and a drainage area of about 300 square miles, the Mystic 
River Basin will have a water area of 42 5 acres at normal elevation of 
107, and a drainage area of about 63 square miles. Mean sea level is at 
elevation 105 .65 ( MDC base ), so that the proposed Mystic River 
Basin normally will be 1.3 5 feet above mean sea levei. 

In the preliminary studies, several alternative sites, shown in 
Fig. 3, were considered for the location of the proposed facilities. Site 
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" C" was found to be the optimum location for the project and was 
recommended in spite of the somewhat less favorable foundation con
ditions than existed at some of the other sites. (Mr. Stiles Stevens , of 
Charles A. Maguire and Associates, covered the soil conditions, 
foundations, and earth dam construction at a meeting of the Construc
tion Division of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, in January, 
1963.)' 

Sites "A" and "B," downstream of the proposed Site " C," were 
less favorable, more costly, and resulted in conflicts between the loca
tion of the cofferdams, railroad traffic over the existing Eastern Divi
sion Bridge of the Boston and Maine Railroad, and navigation. 

Locations of the project further downstream were not practical 
because of the requirement of providing a much larger lock either for 
Liberty Ships which serve Monsanto Chemical Company, or for even 
larger vessels using the estuary further downstream. 

Site "D," upstream of proposed Site "C," required construction 
of two dams, one across Mystic River and another across Malden 
River, and resulted in duplication of some of the locking and pumping 
facilities at considerably greater cost. The extension of the Basin 
along the Malden River, in order to increase navigation depths, re
duce flooding, and permit the development of the adjacent land areas, 
was considered to be one of the major benefits of the project. There
fore, locations of the dam, upstream of Site "D," which would exclude 
the Malden River, were not considered. 

At Site " C," the dam is located approximately half-way between 
the Western and Eastern Division Bridges of the Boston and Maine 
Railroad, providing the easiest turning radii for navigation through 
the existing bridge openings, and the optimum inflow and outflow 
conditions for the flood control pumping station. 

Fig. 4 shows the proposed dam, navigation locks, and flood con
trol pumping station. The dam extends about 1000 feet across the 
Mystic River Estuary, of which about 350 feet consist of concrete 
structures and the remaining 650 feet of earth dam closure sections. 
At the top of the earth dam, at Elevation 118, there is a 20 ft. wide 
roadway. The following concrete structures are provided: two small 
locks, each 25 feet wide and 120 feet long, for pleasure boats with 
drafts up to 6 feet; one large lock, 45 feet wide and 325 feet long, for 
commercial vessel traffic with drafts up to 1 7 feet, and for peak pleasure 
boat traffic; and a flood control pumping station with three axial flow 
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pumps, each one with a capacity of 1400 cfs against a maximum head 
of 14 feet. 

Fig. S shows the sequence of construction for the proposed facil
ities. The initial project will be constructed in two stages. The first 
stage will involve the construction of a large cellular cofferdam and 
a 200 foot wide channel, dredged between the cofferdam and· the 
Everett shore, to pass navigation and flood flows. The navigation 
locks, pumping station foundation, and the earth dam closure section 
to the Somerville shore will be constructed within the cofferdam in 
the first stage. In the second stage, the cofferdam will be removed, ex
cept for that portion which is to be left in place for future construction 
of the flood control pumping station. The earth dam closure section to 
the Everett shore will be completed in the wet in the second construc
tion stage, sealing off the proposed Basin from tidal action. The flood 
control pumping station is to be constructed in a separate subsequent 
contract. 

The initial appropriation for the project was based on a 19 S 7 
cost estimate of 6½ million dollars. The substantial increase in the 
scope of the project involving inclusion of the small boat locks, to
gether with provisions for the incorporation of a future flood control 
pumping station into the project, coupled with normal increase in 
construction costs in the interim period, have resulted in a project 
cost currently estimated at about 10 million dollars. 

Future contracts for a flood control pumping station and dredging 
within the Basin will require further additional funds. 

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS 

Many engineering problems had to be solved in the design; how
ever, this discussion will be limited to three major features of the 
project of particular interest to hydraulic engineers: keeping the 
Basin fresh, free of salt water and other forms of pollution; maintain
ing the Basin at an essentially constant level; and facilitating the 
passage of navigation through the dam. The objective of a fresh water, 
constant level, easily navigable Basin presented an unusual challenge 
to the design engineers. Many alternatives were evaluated; modern 
design techniques, including the use of analog computers and hydraulic 
models were used to determine advantageous solutions with significant 
emphasis on total construction cost. 
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FRESH BASIN 

Professor H. Campbell, in his talk before the Sanitary Section 
of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, described the results of the 
sanitary survey, which was conducted during the summer of 1961. 
The testing program showed that sewage pollution at the present time 
is appreciable in some locations of the proposed Basin, particularly 
from Alewife Brook and Boston Harbor. Leakage through the existing 
Cradock Lock is large and the upstream flow of salt water carried 
sewage pollution from Alewife Brook into the Lower Mystic Lake. 
Field tests and laboratory analyses show that water in the Lower 
Mystic Lake at depths of 15 to 80 feet below the surface is devoid of 
oxygen and consists of about 50% salt water. Due to the greater 
density of the bottom waters, most of the lake is stagnant. Only the 
top 10 to 15 feet of the lake surface is mixed and aerated by wind cur
rents and fresh water from the Upper Mystic Lake. 

Construction of the dam will block the passage of sewage pollu
tion and chemical wastes from Boston Harbor to the Basin. Sewage 
pollution in the Basin above the dam will also be reduced by the 
present MDC sewerage construction program, which will provide for 
interception of a much greater amount of sewage flow to a new treat
ment plant at Deer Island, thus reducing overflows from surcharged 
sewers. 

It is expected that the waters of the future Basin will be able to 
absorb the pollution load from the remaining intermittent sewage over
flows. The oxygen will be supplied primarily from fresh water algae 
and aeration of the water by wind. However, it will be necessary to 
continue the programs for the reduction of sewage pollution from the 
remaining major overflows. In times of prolonged dry weather it may 
be necessary to supplement the natural river inflow by the addition of 
fresh water, either from new wells or from the MDC supply, to com
pensate for losses through evaporation, locking, and leakage. 

It is considered essential to the project to minimize the inflow of 
salt water. Violent changes in salinity destroy fresh water algae and 
are harmful to other forms of biological life. Concentrations of about 
2 5 o/o of pure sea water destroy many forms of fresh water algae, and 
produce odors due to their decomposition. Salt water also causes strati
fication due to density differences, and limits the zone of effective 
aeration to the surface layers; as a result, anaerobic decomposition, 
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with its attendant production of odorous hydrogen sulfide gas, takes 
place in the lower layers of a stagnant, saline Basin. 

A salt water Basin is better than a fresh water Basin with high 
saline content, but not as desirable as a true fresh water Basin. Cor
rosion to using craft, the growth of barnacles, and substantially re
duced ability to absorb the pollution load are but a few of the disad
vantages of a salt water Basin. However, a salt water Basin would 
have been much more difficult to create than a fresh water Basin. In
flow of fresh water in times of flood would inevitably produce violent 
changes in salinity. 

The Charles River Basin is essentially a fresh water Basin. How
ever, during dry summers, such as in 1957, odors are created when 
river inflow is low and, due to a large number of lockings for pleasure 
boats, the concentration of sea water is as high as 60%. The high 
rate of evaporation and leakage sometimes exceeds the inflow rate. 
In the Charles River Basin, in order to prevent nuisance conditions, 
water is added from the MDC water supply system at a rate of 15 
million gallons per day during critical periods. 

It is planned to purge the Lower Mystic Lake of the large accu
mulation of salt water by inducing upward currents with air outlets 
in the deep portions of the lake. The density gradients due to tem
perature difference, which cause normal turnover of fresh water lakes 
in the fall and in the spring, are small compared to the existing large 
density differences due to salinity variations. Therefore, seasonal tem
perature variations have very little mixing effect on the existing waters 
in the Lower Mystic Lake. Once Lower Mystic Lake and Mystic and 
Malden Rivers are purged of sea water, it is intended to maintain the 
waters essentially fresh. The facilities at the proposed dam are de
signed to minimize the loss of fresh water and the intrusion of salt 
water. 

The main source of salt water intrusion would be the large lock 
if special precautions were not taken. With one large lock ( 32 5 ft. 
X 45 ft. X 1 7 ft.), opening of the Basin lock gates would cause a flow 
of dense sea water into the Basin along the bottom which would be 
replaced by the flow of lighter fresh water into the lock along the 
surface. Each locking, even with one small boat in the lock, would 
add about 1 .½ million gallons of sea water to the Mystic Basin. This 
solution was considered unsatisfactory, since the Basin would become 
fi.lled with salt water after only a few weekends of heavy lock use. 
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Special provisions to reduce the inflow of salt water and the loss 

of fresh water consist of two small boat locks, a split level gate in the 
large lock at the Basin end, rubber seals around the lock gates, curtain 

walls at the lock culvert entrances, salt water pumps, and instrumenta

tion to indicate salinities. 
Small boat locks are provided primarily to facilitate pleasure 

boat traffic. However, since the volume of one small boat lock is about 

1/10 of the large lock volume, their use for pleasure boat traffic, con

sisting of about one to eight boats per locking most of the time, will 

reduce salt water intrusion appreciably. Fig. 6 shows the layout of 

the small boat locks. 
A split level gate on the Basin end of the large lock will operate 

like a "Dutch" door. The upper part will open for small boats with 

drafts up to about 6 feet and both sections will be opened for com
mercial vessels with drafts up to about 17 feet. The large lock will be 

used primarily for commercial navigation. However, on weekends, it 

will be necessary to supplement the capacity of the two small locks 

with the large lock for future peak pleasure boat traffic. The split gate 

will also be useful for sluicing ice from the Basin. 
Rubber seals which are provided around the sector gates will be 

replaceable and adjustable. They will reduce the leakage of salt water 

into the Basin and the loss of fresh water from the Basin. 
Curtain walls are provided at the Basin end of the lock culvert 

entrances in order to provide a more efficient under flow of denser salt 

water from the Basin. It is important to keep the velocity of underflow 

at the curtain walls sufficiently low to prevent excessive withdrawal of 

fresh water from the top. Professor D. R. F. Harleman suggested the 

design of the curtain walls, and worked out their dimensions. These 

skimmer walls, constructed of closely spaced horizontal timber boards, 

also act as fenders for pleasure boats and as baffles to reduce the turbu

lence of outflow from the culverts. 
In the space between the two small boat locks, two pumps with a 

capacity of 50 cfs each are provided to return the salt water from any 

of the locks to the ocean whenever the tide level is higher than the 

Basin. The pumping capacity of 100 cfs is also of some value for flood 

control purposes. 
Instrumentation will be provided to record and transmit salinities 

at specified locations and depths within the Basin. It will be important 

to prevent the accumulation of sea water above Elevation 100, since 
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a further rise would cause a flow of sea water above the bottom of 
Mystic River , into Lower Mystic Lake. Salinity readings, and water 
elevation readings will be telemetered to the operators in the control 
tower to enable better control of salt water content as well as better 
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control of fl oods . The control tower, shown in Fig. 7, was set high 
and provided wi th large glass areas for best visibility so that one op
erator could control all the locks. 

The provisions to exclude salt water will also exclude sewage and 
industrial waste pollution presently in the estuary below the dam. The 
modifications and extra features which were incorporated to minimize 
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salt water intrusion were relatively minor in scope and cost, but ex
tremely important to the future effectiveness of the Basin. 

ELEVATION CONTROL PUMPING STATION 

A flood control pumping station is required to discharge storm 
water runoff from the Basin during periods when the tide level is higher 
than the Basin and thus gravity discharge is not possible. Although the 
purpose of the dam is to prevent flooding from high tides, similar 
flooding, although less frequent , would still occur from storm runoff, 
unless a pumping station were provided. Under normal conditions, the 
proposed Basin will be at Elevation 107. Since mean high tide is at 
Elevation 110.2 , the tide level will be higher than the Basin level about 
40 % of the time. Low barometric pressure, northeasterly winds, and 
adverse lunar effects can increase the height and duration of high tides . 
The highest tide ( according to the records since 1830) occurred in 
1851 (Minot's Ledge Tide), and had a peak elevation of 115.7, 5¼ 
feet above the mean high tide. Elevations 3 ¼ feet above mean high 
tide occur about once a year. Northeasterly winds can cause Boston 
tides to rise as much as 3 to 4 feet above normal heights. Fortunately, 
the direction of hurricane is generally southeasterly, so that Cape 
Cod and the shape of the coastline near Boston u ually afford protec
tion from extremely high hurricane tides. It may be of interest to note 
here that Providence, Rhode Island, has had tides 12 to 15 feet above 
normal because hurricane winds usually are directed along funnel
shaped Narragansett Bay toward Providence. 

Hurricanes are very unpredictable and have been known to 
change their direction suddenly, and even to make a complete loop 
after hitting a high pressure area. If sustained hurricane force winds 
were directed toward Boston from the east, or northea t , at high tide, 
an extremely rare event, the tide level in Boston Harbor would be 
much higher than any recorded in recent years . 

The top of the dam has been set at Elevation 118, 2 .3 feet above 
Minot's Ledge Tide. The top of the lock gates will be at Elevation 
11 7 .0, and some of the topography adjacent to the dam is as low as 
Elevation 116. The ocean level is rising continuously, so that the 
normal sea level in Boston is about 1 ¼ feet higher now than it was in 
1830. Furthermore, the rate of ocean level rise has increased during 
this period from about 1/10 of a foot per decade to about 15/ 100 of a 
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foot per decade. The high elevation of the dam will provide some safety 
from unusual tides, wave action, and progressive ocean rise. 

It will be desirable to maintain the Basin level as close as possible 
to the established normal level of 107. In the Charles River Basin, the 
development of water intakes, navigation channels, and mooring facil
ities precludes an allowable drop in water level of more than 1 .½ feet 
below normal. With adequate runoff assured, once rain has started, it 
will be possible to prelower Mystic River Basin about 1 .½ feet, to 
Elevation 105.5. 

During the design storm conditions, it is considered essential to 
limit the high water level to about Elevation 109. This elevation will 
prevent excessive backwater in the upper end of the Mystic Basin, and 
will allow greater utilization of adjacent land areas in the lower end 
of the Basin. A design storm, with rainfall similar in magnitude to the 
rainfall from Hurricane Diane in the Boston area, was used. Hurricane 
Diane had a frequency of about once in 50 to 100 years for a 3 to 4 
hour duration of rainfall. 

In order to maintain the Basin levels within the desired limits it 
was considered essential to provide a flood control pumping station 
with a capacity of 4200 cfs at the proposed Mystic River Dam. A 
second pumping station with a capacity of 2800 cfs between Cradock 
Bridge and Alewife Brook was considered necessary in order to prevent 
flooding along Alewife Brook and Lower Mystic Lake. 

During the design storm, with a flow of 2800 cfs from the pumping 
station above Cradock Bridge, and Elevation 109 in the Basin at the 
dam, the backwater through the Mystic River to the pumping station 
would cause an increase in level to about Elevation 111. The water 
level would be at about Elevation 110 in the Lower Mystic Lake, and 
would drop through Mystic River to about Elevation 106 at the 
pumping station intakes. A controlled elevation of 109 in the lower 
portion of the Mystic Basin would not only prevent excessive back
water in the Mystic River, but would also allow maximum develop
ment of shore lands and reduce backwater in the many storm drains 
discharging directly to the Basin. 

Above Cradock Lock, flood nuisances start at about Elevation 
110 and damages at about Elevation 111. Alewife Brook Parkway, 
Mystic Valley Parkway, Sunnyside Avenue in Arlington, and Arthur 
D. Little, Inc., in Cambridge get flooded at about Elevation 111. The 
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second pumping station above Cradock Bridge would prevent flooding 
of the low areas in Arlington, Cambridge, Medford, and Winchester. 

There is a strong correlation between the conditions producing 
high tides and those producing high intensity of rainfall. Professor 
Henry M. Paynter made an analog computer study of flood flows, tide 
levels, and anticipated Basin levels. First a hydrologic model was 
made on an analog computer which converted rainfall into runoff, 
routed the storm water flow with time lags through various streams 
and ponds, and determined the hydrographs of major flow components 
of subdrainage areas. The data on inflow hydrographs, river channel 
characteristics, Basin storage areas, tides, and outflow characteristics 
at the dam were fed into the analog computer again to determine the 
Basin levels throughout the storm. 

Fig. 8 shows the major components of design storm flow into the 
Basin. The three major components are: Lower Mystic Lake and 
Mystic River above Cradock Bridge with a peak inflow of 2900 cfs 
(QA), Alewife Brook with a peak inflow of 2200 cfs (Qn), and Lower 
Mystic Basin with a peak inflow of 4550 cfs (Qo). The pumping sta
tion above Cradock Bridge must limit the Basin rise along Alewife 
Brook, Lower Mystic Lake, and Upper Mystic River to within allow
able limits for inflow components QA and Qn. The pumping station at 
the dam must limit the Lower Basin rise to within allowable limits for 
inflow component Qo and the pumping rate from above Cradock 
Bridge during a period of about six hours, when no sluicing is possible. 
The peak runoff of 4550 cfs into the Lower Basin from 15.7 square 
miles of drainage area is equivalent to a runoff of about 290 cfs per 
square mile. 

Fig. 9 shows what would happen to Basin levels if no pumps were 
provided either at the dam or above Cradock Bridge. During the de
sign storm flows shown previously, the Lower Basin would rise to 
Elevation 113.8 ( 6.8 feet above normal), and Lower Mystic Lake to 
Elevation 116.6 (9.6 feet above normal). Such extreme rises in Basin 
levels would cause extensive damage and could not be tolerated. Addi
tional sluicing capacity would have very little effect on peak Basin 
levels, since most of the level rise takes place during the period when 
tide level is higher than the Basin, and no sluicing is possible. 

Fig. 10 shows Basin levels for a trial design of a 6000 cfs pumping 
station at the dam and no pumping above Cradock Bridge. Although 
the Lower Basin could be controlled closely to a peak elevation of 
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107.7, the Lower Mystic Lake would rise to Elevation 114. The peak 
flood levels would be lower than necessary along the Lower Basin, and 
too high, with damage, along the Upper Basin. 

By redistributing the total pumping capacity to 4200 cfs at the 
dam and 2800 cfs above Cradock Bridge, a reasonable design is 
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achieved, with controlled peak levels of about 109 in the Lower Basin, 
and about 110 in the Lower Mystic Lake for the design storm. 

Fig. 11 shows the actual inflows into the Upper Basin above 
Cradock Bridge during Hurricane Diane, when a rainfall intensity of 
1 inch per hour was exceeded for S hours continuously. The flows were 
calculated by using records at the USGS gage on the Aberjona River, 
records of flow over Upper Mystic Lake Dam, and records of Basin 
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levels above Cradock Bridge during the storm. Detailed analyses of 

inflow components, shown in Figure 12, during Hurricane Esther in 

1961, which had a peak inflow of about 9 50 cfs above Cradock Bridge, 

were also very useful in predicting the behavior pattern for greater 

storms. Hurricane Esther occurred during the period when the sanitary 
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sampling program was in effect, so that it was possible to record the 

water levels in the Lower Mystic Lake and above Cradock Lock on 

automatic level gages, and manually at several bridges along the 

Mystic River and Alewife Brook throughout the storm. 
Figs. 11 and 12 show that most of the inflow is from the small, 

intensely developed area adjacent to the Basin. This was also found 

to be true on the Charles River. During Hurricane Diane, while 53 
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square miles below the USGS gage at Waltham, on the Charles River, 
were contributing flow at a rate of 208 cfs per square mile, the 2 50 
square miles of the drainage area upstream of the gage were con
tributing only about 9 cfs per square mile at the peak. The difference 
on the Mystic River between the upper and lower drainage areas is not 
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as pronounced, but while 10.3 square miles between Upper Mystic 
Dam and Cradock Lock ( excluding Alewife Brook) were contributing 
some 230 cfs per square mile, the Aberjona gage with a drainage 
area of 24 square miles was contributing only about 33 cfs per square 
mile. 

Fig. 13 shows flood levels above Cradock Lock during Hurricane 
Diane. A peak level of about 113.5 was reached immediately above 
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Cradock Lock and in the Lower Mystic Lake. Fortunately, the peak 

tide, at elevation 112.4 was not unusually high. Nevertheless, many 

tidal cycles of sluicing were required to bring the flood levels above 

Cradock Lock under control. 
An analysis of records of peak runoff rates from the urban type 

of surface cover on the Charles River and the Mystic River above 

Cradock Bridge helped to establish the runoff hydrograph for the 15. 7 

square miles of drainage area below Cradock Bridge in the analog 

computer study. The area below Cradock Bridge is highly developed, 

except for the sections immediately adjacent to the tidal estuary. 

There are several large conduits discharging into the estuary: Spot 

Pond Conduit with a capacity of about 1000 cfs, Gravelly Creek 

Conduit, and several Interstate Route 93 conduits with design capaci

ties ranging from about 500 to 1000 cfs. For the design storm, the peak 

runoff below Cradock Bridge was determined to be about 300 cfs per 

square mile by the analog computer study. 
Pumping above Cradock Bridge could have been eliminated if 

large connecting channels between the various storage areas were 

available according to the basic concepts of John R. Freeman. How

ever, today it would be more costly to enlarge the channels and to 

reconstruct the bridges which obstruct the flow, than to provide a 

second pumping station. There are 9 bridges across the Mystic River 

between Cradock Lock and Lower Mystic Lake, and six bridges across 

Alewife Brook. Most of these bridges provide severe restrictions to 

flow. 
Provisions .at the Mystic Dam for flood control will consist of 

sluicing through the lock-filling culverts and lock gates, and pumping 

at the flood control pumping station. Lock culverts will be used for 

normal Basin level control, as well as for lock equalization. There will 

be two large lock culverts, each one 6 feet by 7 feet, and four small 

lock culverts, each one 4 feet by 4 feet, with a total maximum sluicing 

rate of about 2000 cfs. 
During small floods, with flows in excess of about 1000 cfs, the 

discharge capacity of culverts will be supplemented either by sluicing 

through the small boat locks, or pumping, depending on tidal condi

tions. Sluicing through the small boat locks can provide an additional 

flow of 2 200 cfs at normal Basin levels. The opening of lock sector 

gates and culvert valves can be adjusted to control the rate of dis

charge. 
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The flood control pumping station at the dam, to be constructed 
in a separate contract at a later date, will have three pumps, each one 
with a capacity of 1400 cfs, for a total capacity of 4200 cfs. In the 
initial contract, a cofferdam and foundations are provided for the 
future pumping station construction. A preliminary design of the 
pumping station has been made in order to determine the basic dimen
sions. In the preliminary design, the layout consisted of three vertical, 
axial flow, low head pumps, each one driven by a diesel engine through 
right angle gears. In the final design, several other alternatives should 
be evaluated thoroughly. 

During extremely intense storms at low tide and high Basin levels, 
it may be desirable to sluice, as well as pump. The total capacity of 
the lock culverts, small locks, large lock, and the pumping station 
under these conditions could be as high as 16,000 cfs. 

NAVIGATION 

The third major problem in the design of the proposed facilities 
was to accommodate navigation. A survey was made of existing and 
anticipated pleasure boat and commercial vessel traffic and sizes. Com
mercial navigation is primarily along the Malden River, whereas recre
ational boating is along the Mystic River and Lower Mystic Lake. 

Commercial vessels are primarily tugs with barges, although some 
self-propelled tankers are in use. Most of the cargo is home heating 
fuel oil. At the present time there are three oil companies and two 
chemical companies using commercial navigation. The peak commer
cial vessel traffic occurs in the winter, with about 100 vessel trips dur
ing the peak months, and minimum traffic occurs in the summer, with 
about 30 vessel trips per month. Commercial vessel traffic is noncoin
cident with pleasure boat traffic, since the vessels are used primarily 
on weekdays and on cold days whereas pleasure boats are used primar
ily on weekends and on warm days. At the present time commercial 
vessels can navigate only at near high tide levels. After construction 
of the dam and dredging in the Malden River, a sufficient depth for 
navigation will be available at all times. Analysis of commercial 
vessel traffic on the Charles River and on the Mystic River shows no 
trend of increase. However, some increase may be anticipated as a 
result of new commercial developments along the Malden River and 
the increased depth of the navigation channel. The usual combination 
presently in use on the Mystic River consists of a tug about 60 feet 
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long and a barge about 170 feet long with 34 foot beam and 12 foot 

draft. The large lock will have a length of 3 2 5 feet and a width of 45 

feet and will be able to accommodate somewhat larger commercial 

vessels than the present maximum combination of a tug and barge 

with a maximum length of 313 feet and maximum width of 39 feet. 

Dredging will provide a channel 15 feet deep in the Malden River. 

Because the lock sills are permanent, they have been set 18-feet below 

normal Basin level, and about 16 feet below normal low tide. The 

Army Corps of Engineers reviewed the project, particularly analyzing 

lock sizes, dredging, to some extent, hydrology, and the elevation for 

the top of the dam. 
Pleasure boat traffic, as opposed to commercial boating activity, 

has increased very rapidly throughout the United States. Statistics in 

the Charles River Basin show that pleasure boat traffic through the 

lock has tripled since 1953. At the present time, pleasure boat traffic 

on the Charles River has leveled off, primarily due to the lack of 

mooring facilities and inadequate locking capacity. On the Mystic 

River, following the establishment of a constant level fresh water 

Basin and the removal of pollution, a rapid upsurge in pleasure boating 

activity is anticipated. At the present time, it is estimated that about 

1500 pleasure boats use the Charles River Basin while only about 400 

use the Mystic River from the proposed site of the dam up to the 

Lower Mystic Lake. In the future, shortly after completion of the 

proposed facilities at the dam, and the establishment of new marinas, 

it is estimated that the number of boats will increase to about 1200. 

It is for the very pronounced peaks in pleasure boat traffic on 

sunny weekends from May to September that pleasure boat locking 

facilities must be designed. The two small boat locks are included in 

the design because they provide additional sluicing capacity, minimize 

salt water intrusions, provide sufficient locking capacity together with 

the large lock for pleasure boat traffic, and minimize normal locking 

time by allowing alternate lockings in two directions. With one large 

lock on the Charles River, some 30 to 40 minutes are required to get all 

the boats in the lock, tie them up, and lock through when the lock is 

full. A boat, having just missed a locking, has to wait for the completion 

of the locking that was missed, the return locking, and his own locking, 

thus spending 1 ¼ to 2 hours at the lock during periods of peak traffic. 

In the Mystic River Basin, the large lock will be pressed into service on 

weekends to supplement the capacity of the small locks and to reduce 
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the waiting time. The necessity of the second small boat lock will not 
become apparent for several years, until pleasure boat traffic increases 
appreciably. However, the cost of constructing a second small lock in 
the future would have been prohibitive, whereas its inclusion in the in
itial contract results in only a small increase in the overall cost, since 
part of the dam section is replaced by the second small lock. The 
pleasure boat locks are 120 feet long, 2 S feet wide, and 7 feet deep, and 
are sized to allow locking of two rows of average size pleasure boats, 
with 4 boats in each row. An average pleasure boat which is expected to 
pass through the locks is estimated to have a length of 2 S to 30 feet, a 
beam of 8 to 10 feet, and a draft of 2 to 3 feet. 

In the design of the small boat locks, the objectives were: safety, 
a minimum number of operating personnel, and a minimum waiting 
time at the locks. Lock filling will be through 8 inch ports in side cul
verts which are controlled by butterfly valves. Small inlets minimize 
turbulence and thus increase the safety of the operation. On peak 
hours of weekend traffic, to maintain a speedy operation, many line 
handlers would be required on the lock walls for the ordinary method 
of tying up. Therefore, continuous floating moorings are provided 
along the sides of the small boat lock walls, to which the boats can be 
readily tied by the owners. In the large lock, individual recessed floats 
are provided for pleasure craft. Commercial vessels will be tied up to 
bollards by personnel on top of the lock walls. When the head differ
ential between the inside and outside of the lock is about one foot or 
less, the sector gates can start opening in order to attain more rapidly 
final equilibrium. The lock filling time will take only a small portion 
of the total locking time, and will range from about 1 to 3 minutes for 
1 to 9 foot heads. The opening time for the lock sector gates will also 
be brief, and will range from about .½ minute for the small lo.cks to 
about one minute for the large lock. Most of the locking time will con
sist of getting the boats into the lock, tying up, and getting the boats 
out. Total average locking time is estimated at about 12 minutes. 

SUMMARY 

We have seen that the concept of this project is not new. How
ever, many new conditions have developed since the early reports 
were written. We are less concerned today with flood flows from the 
uplands than with the rapid, high intensity runoff from the highly de
veloped areas adjacent to the Basin. Modes of transportation have 
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changed, so that emphasis is no longer on commercial vessels, for the 

industries in these areas. Recreational boating has grown tremendously 

and special considerations must be given to provisions to accommodate 

this activity. The pollution problem has been aggravated by the de
velopment of areas where fast storm runoff and diversions of the 

natural drainage for water supply purposes reduce sustained dry 

weather flow, and where an increased population increases the pollu

tion load. 
As our cities grow, and space for recreational and construction 

purposes becomes more scarce, the need to reclaim useless tidal 

marshes and mud flats becomes greater. Therefore, although our ex

panding population has made this project more difficult, it has also 

made it more necessary. 

POSTSCRIPT 

Subsequent to the presentation of this paper on November 7, 

1962, the Metropolitan District Commission received and opened bids 

for the construction of the Mystic River Basin Elevation Control 

Project on May 21, 1963. 
The low bidder was a joint venture of Perini-Steers with a bid of 

$10,507,789. The Massachusetts Legislature voted additional funds of 

$11,207,789 to supplement the initial $6,000,000 appropriation made 

under Chapter 647 of the Acts of 1957. The total sum of $17,207,789 

is for the initial contract, as well as for future contracts for 

dredging within the Basin and for a flood control pumping station, and 

includes the costs of construction, engineering, inspection, and land 

acquisition. The ground breaking for the start of construction took 

place on August 28, 1963. 
The construction period is limited to 900 calendar days. The 

resident engineering and inspection of construction will be jointly by 

the Parks Division of Metropolitan District Commission and Charles. 

A. Maguire & Associates. 
The writer has had charge of the engineering work on this project 

under the general supervision of Gordon Bronson, Partner in Charge. 

Mr. Elson T. Killam and Mr. Charles M. Wellons have contributed 
greatly as consultants to the overall project. Acknowledgment is 

hereby made by the writer of the assistance and cooperation of the 

Metropolitan District Commission, special consultants and fellow 

members of the staff of Charles A. Maguire & Associates. 
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Until recently, prestressed concrete was the specialty of a few 
consulting engineers and manufacturers. In the last two or three 
years, however, the general interest in this type of construction has 
become widespread, and it frequently provides an answer to the 
problems of ever-increasing length of free spans, shallower and slimmer 
sections, and severe fire ratings, without special measures having to 
be taken. 

Numerous publications have helped to disseminate the knowledge 
gained from tests and from structures performing satisfactorily for 
years, and international conferences have allowed the acquisition of 
a well rounded picture of development and good and bad experience. 

After a basic review of the principles of prestressing, the intention 
of this paper is to treat the possibilities of exploiting the inherent 
advantages of a statically redundant system; in short, the con
tinuity in design and practice of prestressed concrete. 
1. SYMBOLS 

T = Tensioning force applied on tendon. 
P = Compression force on concrete. 

Prr = Horizontal component of prestressing force normal to 
cross section. 

L = Length of concrete member. 
e = Eccentricity of tendon. 

K'L' = distance of top kern point from center of gravity of 
section. 

KB = Distance of bottom kern point from center of gravity of 
section. 

I= Moment of inertia of transformed section. 
S = Section modulus of transformed section. 

M = Moments. 
R = Reactions. 
~ = Angle of slope deflection. 

* Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, N'orthea.stern University, Boston, 1\lass. 
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2. REASONS FOR PRES TRESSING 

The strength of concrete is practically inexhaustible in compres
sion but weak in tension. Therefore, steel is introduced in the 
design of reinforced concrete to absorb the tensile stresses, but tensile 
stresses cannot be eliminated. The concrete is hardly able to conform 
to the elongations of the steel under tensile stresses and will crack 
as soon as the tensile strength is exceeded. The concrete strength in 
tension is at the beginning of the loading stage fully effective but 
secondary stresses such as plastic flow, shrinkage, creep, and tem
perature differences, etc., can cause a subsequent cracking of the 
concrete in the tensile zone of the member. Therefore, the concrete 
loses its effectiveness in the cracked tensile zone and all calculations 
must take that into account, i.e., we calculate on the basis of a 
"cracked section." These cracks are in the order of "hairline" cracks 
and have for conventional construction no disadvantages, except of 
being unsightly and alarming for the architect and owner. For thin 
shells, members in pure tension, water reservoirs, and long span beams 
exposed to weather, these cracks can become objectionable from a 
structural point of view, since the protection of the steel is not realized 
anymore. 

For as long as reinforced concrete has been used in construction, 
engineers have tried to eliminate these disadvantages. The result of 
all these efforts was the technique of prestressing, i.e., to precompress 
the tensile zone of a reinforced concrete member. The compression 
is normally introduced by stretching a "special high strength" steel 
tendon inside the member and using the member itself as an abutment. 
The basic idea of prestressing is to compress the concrete wherever 
loads will create tension, thus the load will have to overcome the 
compression first before it can cause tension. (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.) 

The location of the prestressing force with respect to the center 
of gravity of the section results in different stress conditions as can be 
seen in Fig. 3a, b, c, d. 

To control the stresses in a section we thus have 2 variables: 

(a) the magnitude of the pres tressing force P and 
(b) the eccentricity e. 

A superposition of prestressing stresses and stresses due to dead 
load and live load as shown in Fig. 4 can thus eliminate tensile stresses 
completely or keep them within controllable limits. 
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Therefore, prestressing offers a possibility of eliminating ob
jectionable tensile stresses and results in a structural member that 
is free of cracks and has greater durability than normal reinforced 
concrete. 

In addition, prestressing offers the possibilities of connecting 
individual pieces of prefabricated concrete to a homogeneous structural 

FIG. I 

CRACKED REINFOR€ED CONCRETE SECTION AND STRESS DIAGRAM. 
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member. The joints are compressed in such a way that tension under 
maximum loading conditions is eliminated. The friction force developed 
in the joints is always greater than the shear force due to DL + LL, 
and a sliding of the pieces is eliminated. The structural behavior 
of such a member is that of a homogeneous beam. (See Fig. S and Fig. 
Sa.) 

4a 

~

M 
----· . 

> -- p 

4b 

4c 

FIG 4 

FIG, S 

ASSEMBLY OF A BEAM FROM INDIVIDUAL PREFABRICATED PIECES. 



FIG. 5A .-MODEL PHOTOGRAPH OF BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 5PANDREL BEAMS ARE ASSE:M:BLED FROM PREFAB. PIECES BY POST- TENSIONING. 
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Prefabricated units can be assembled to continuous beams and 

complete rigid frames , offering the additional advantages of a re

dundant system. (See Fig. Sb.) 

F IG. 5B .- RIGID FRAMES A sSEM:BLED FROM I.NDIVIDUAL PREFABRICATED P IECES. 

3. COMPU TATIONS OF STRESSES AND STRENGTH 

3.1 What Must B e Calculated: 

Following the latest ACI Code (ACI 31 8-63 ) which includes 

minimum requirements for prestressed concrete the following condi

tions must be investigated: 

(a ) Stresses at minimum load condition, initial (at transfer of 

pres tress ) and final ( after losses ) . For this case the initial 

stress conditions are usually controlling. 
(b ) Stresses at service condition- maximum load condition- the 

final stress or design stress conditions are normally con

trolling. 
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( c) Anchorage stresses and deviation stresses for post-tensioned 
units. 

(d) Ultimate strength of units. 
( e) Shear reinforcement. 

For practical reasons an additional investigation into: 
(f) Camber and deflections and 
(g) Diagonal tension is required. 

In (a) it should be taken into account that at the time of stress 
transfer the elastic shortening takes place and a reduction of stresses 
in the prestressing steel occurs. Customarily, it is assumed that this 
initial stress reduction or initial loss of prestress amounts to approxi
mately ½ of the total losses. 

The Code does not spell out the magnitude of losses to be 
taken into account, but a survey of published test data indicates that 
15 to 20% as total loss is realistic and safe depending on environment, 
concrete mix, and type of cement. 

If we take the conservative 20% as a total loss of prestress, we 
should note that at the moment of stress transfer the concrete is sub
ject to initial prestressing force minus ½ of the total losses, i.e., P1 -
6% %, 

The prestressing force in post-tensioning is measured only after 
the elastic shortening takes place and therefore we have only a stress 
loss after stress transfer of % of the total loss assumed previously, 
i.e., 13½%. Translated into design and economical considerations, the 
effectiveness of prestressing steel is increased by about 6% through 
pos t-tensioriing. 

At the moment of stress transfer a simply supported beam will 
camber and thus the deadweight of the beam will introduce a moment 
and stresses to be superimposed to the prestressing stresses. This is 
usually the minumum loading condition. 

In (b) it should be taken into account that superimposed dead 
loads and live loads are normally only applied after concrete is fully 
cured and has obtained its design strength and represents a long-time 
condition. The resulting stresses must, therefore, be superimposed on 
the prestressing stresses after all losses have occurred. 

3.2 Stress Equations 

No special theory or rules need be developed for the calculation 
of prestressed concrete. The well known methods of resistance of 
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materials will serve fully in all investigations in the elastic range 
and will give more realistic results than in the conventional reinforced 
concrete design. Since the actual tensile strength of the concrete is not 
exceeded, a sudden jump from uncracked to cracked section is not 
required. 

As a ground rule, prestressing forces must be considered as ex
terior forces acting on the concrete section. The section properties can 
be based on the conventional methods of a transformed section. 

If we consider a prestressed concrete beam at a section x - x 
under a moment M and a prestressing force P acting at a distance e 
from the centroid of the section, the stresses can be determined by the 
following equations: (See Fig. 6.) 

fc'l' =~- P.e + M 
Ac S'1' ST 

fen=~+ P.e _ M 
Ac sn sn 

where Ac = area of concrete section or transformed section 
e = positive if below CG-ne.gative if above CG 
S = resisting moment 

(1) 

The expression for stresses introduced by the prestressing force alone 
can be somewhat simplified if we introduce the concept of the "kern" 
of the section and k = distance of extreme kern point to CG. 

S'l' 

k'.L'=-
Ac. 
SB 

kB=-
Ac 

(2) 

and thus the compression force P will introduce moments with ref
erence to the extreme kern points 

MKT = P(e + k'1') 

Mr?~= P(e-kB) 

and the basic stress equations can be written 

1\1 '1' M 1 
f -r=_!5._+-= (M1/l'+ M)-
c ST ST ST 

fcH = MKB - JVI = (MKB -M) ~ 
. SB sn sn 

(3) 

(4) 
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The fibre stresses following equations ( 4) for a section a-a are 
influenced by the variables P and e, and with the variation of P and e, 
can be controlled to such an extent that we conform to our original 
assumption of an uncracked section and that all stresses stay within 
the elastic range. (See Fig. 4.) 

4. STATICALLY INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES 

4.1 General 

The advantages of continuity in any kind of construction are 
known and used extensively enough not to need further emphasis. In 

xi 

l 
I 
I 

+ xl 
L 

D 

xi 
FIG. 6 

prestressed concrete the same is true and the economy is even more 
accentuated, but like any continuous structure it requires more engi
neering. In normal reinforced concrete the reversal of moments from 
positive to negative requires bottom and top reinforcing with overlap~ 
ping and anchorage length extending beyond the actual moment re
quirements. In prestressed concrete the tendon can be draped to follow 
the moment curve and thus eliminate unnnecessary overlapping and 
anchorage. 

Prestressing forces act as external forces and will, therefore, in
fluence the behavior of the structure. As in a simply supported beam, 
where compressive forces at an eccentricity will cause shortening and 
camber, deformations will also occur at a statically indeterminate 
structure. In a statically determinate system deformations are un-
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restrained and prestressing does, therefore, not introduce reactions 

or moments or shear due to prestress. A continuous structure is 

restrained and will react to prestressing with counter-reactions intro

ducing prestress reactions (R1n) at the supports and, therefore, also 

prestress moments (M1,r') and prestress-shear forces (V1,.). Quite 

frequently these moments and reactions are called "secondary", but 

it will be shown in problems that these moments can be of primary 

magnitude and importance, and cannot be neglected as is frequently 

done in conventional design where secondary moments are due to 

shrinkage, creep, elastic- and temperature-deformations. 

4.2 Influence oj.Prestress on a Continuous Structural System 

·The simplest continuous system is a beam over one interior sup

port with equal spans L and constant cross section. Prestressing this 

beam with a force P and constant eccentricity e will camber the 

beam over support B to 

I\ _ P.e.L2 

-ub---
2 EI 

( 5.1) 

To conform to the structural conditions, i.e., to keep the beam on the 

support, an anchorage force RB must be introduced to make 

( 5.2) 

or to cause the beam to deflect downward an amount equal to the 

camber. Deflection of a beam with span 2L is 

A _ Rn.L8 

Llb---

6 EI 
(5.3) 

therefore RB can be determined by equating ( 5 .1) and ( 5. 2) and we 

obtain 
RB= 3P.e 

L 
( 5.4) 

The negative reaction RB in turn will cause positive reactions at A 

and C. 

R 
RB, 

RA= c=---
2 

( 5.5) 

Summarizing: Prestressing that causes moments m a structural 
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indeterminate system influences all reactions which in turn will intro
duce new moments and shear forces (See Fig. 7 a-g). 

7a 

7b 
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FIG 7 

For the calculation of the forces and moments due to prestressing, 
the conventional methods, moment area, slope deflection, moment 
distribution or slope deflection distribution, etc., can be used. 

(a) Analysis Based on Elastic Theory. Any conventional method 
based on the theory of elasticity can successfully be used. With in-
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creasing number of indeterminates the mathematical problems increase 
also and solutions become rather cumbersome and hard to control. It 
is therefore suggested to start from the beginning with methods out
lined under (b) and ( c). 

(b) Slope Deflection Method. As a base system separate simply 
supported beams, free to deflect, are used. As an unknown, the moment 
over the center support B, MB,PR

1 is introduced. MB,PR
1 has to be of a 

magnitude to bring the sections of the beams back to its original position, 
i.e., parallel sections and compatible top and bottom fibres. Since the 
moment areas of the base system Mm

0 and MPR, are known, the slope 
angles of the beams AB and CB are easily determined as reactions 

~.~ 
Mpr 

FIG. 8 

of the M Area of the simple beams AB at B ·and BC at B. This method 
EI 

frequently becomes simpler than the previous one. (See Fig. 8.) 
(c) Moment or Slope Deflection Distribution Method. For com

plex structural systems with more than 4 indeterminates these methods 
are usually easier, faster, and errors in calculations can be spotted im
mediately. Especially, the slope deflection-distribution method will 
give fast results with a minimum amount of tedious calculations for 
unsymmetrical one story or multi-story frames with sidesway. The 
MPR0 moments can be determined with equations (6.1) or (6.2), 
respectively. The fixed end moments are then distributed following 
the stiffness of the individual members of the whole system. 

The reactions due to prestressing in a statically indetermined 
system must be in equilibrium, since the prestressing forces are in 
equilibrium and the summation of all forces must be zero. 

4.3 The Fixed End Beam 

The fixed end beam deserves extensive consideration since it will 
serve as a basis for the moment distribution and slope deflection distri-
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bution method. The ends should be fixed in such a way as to exclude 
any rotation, whereas one end should .be able to move freely in the 
longitudinal direction to allow for the elastic and plastic shortening of 
the beam as it is in the case of a beam supported on a column. (See 
Fig. 9.) 

l ., X 

9a T p ~ ~#T ,s-~1~ 
~ 

96 ~ lV - 'iJ4a 

u=-====-==== 
~ ~1 

M 

9e ~ (y' ~ '-tJ ~B 

FIG• 9 

If we prestress a fixed end beam, with eccentric tendons, we 
introduce end moments MA and MB at the fixed ends A and B. To 
determine these moments the following cases will be considered: 

(a) a simply supported beam subject to moments due to prestress
ing of 

and 
( 6.1) 

( 6.2) 

(b) the moments M 0 A and M 0 B will tend to deform the end sec
tions at an angle BA and BB respectively. To eliminate these slope 
deflections we have to introduce counter acting moments M'A and M'B 
which can be calculated following the rules of the slope deflection 
methods. (See Fig. 9.) These moments are: 

M'A {3AA + M'B BAB= BoA 
M' AB AB + M' B BBB = BoB (6.3) 
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and: 

where: 
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L 

~AA= \M2A dx/I. 
0 
L 

~AB= (MA MB dx/I. 
0 
L 

~BB = )M2B dx/I. 
0 
L 

~OA = \Mo MA dx/I. 
0 
L 

~OB = 5Mo MB dx/I. 
0 

( 6.4) 

( 6.5) 

The Mo-Area is the result of prestressing the equivalent beam on 
simple supports. MA-Area results from a moment of M = 1 at end 
and section A, MB-Area from M = 1 at B. The final moments at the 
end sections can be found, then, by superposition of the Mo - and M' 
moment and are 

MA= Moa + M'a = P.e,1. + M'A 
Mn= Mon+ M'n = P.en + M'n 

(6.6) 

The Mo condition does not introduce additional forces; therefore, the 
compression line in the member coincides with the line of the tendon. 
This is different in a fixed end beam. The end moments MA' and Mn' 

d . h . 1· b M' d · ev1ate t e compress10n me y: a = - an cause react10ns: 
p 

M'A-M'n 
RA PR= -RB PR= - -----' , L ( 6. 7) 

In the following the moments M'A and M'B will be called "deviation 
moments" and the corresponding forces "deviation forces." 

For a few typical most frequently occurring conditions the derivations 
for the end moments will be shown in detail and for all other tendon 
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layouts normally occurring in practice the deviation moments will 

be given in table form. ( See Table 1.) 

4.31 Fixed End Beam with Par.abolic Tendon 

and therefore: 
M'A= M'n = M' 

(See Fig. 10.) 

For simply supported beams 

MoA = Mon = P.e 

but since we have fixed ends the slope deflection B at both ends must 
be 0. 

Therefore: 
2 L L , L 

EWA = EIBn = - - 5P - + eP - + M - = 0 
3 2 2 2 

and 

M' = + ~ 5P - eP = P ( ~ 5 - e) 

and the final moments MA and Mn become: 

MA = Mn = Mo + M' = P .e + P ( ~ 5 - e) = ~ 5P 

The reactions due to prestressing are 

(
M'A-M'n )· 

RA, PR = - Rn, PR = - L = 0 

(7) 

( 7 .1) 

(7 .2) 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Tab I e 1: DEVIATION MOMENTS. 

B 

.i_ __ m.L i 

A 

I L/2 1 L/2 

j L/2 t L/2 f 

~E!-~+>--
A I B 

M~=P.e 
M~ = P. e 

M~= P.eA 
M~=P.e 8 

ex = (e8- eA) -t + eA 

M~ = m [em(Zm - il + e8(m-1)] P 
M~=m[zm(l-m) +ee(2°m~P 
e~ =(ee-emlk + em. 



(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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I mL mL --r 
i 

-E- -h-1 ""t~ 
A B 

mL mL 

bl 1,-a-
A B 

M~= e{l-m)P 

M~ = e{1-m•) P 

ex= e{l,l.;l; 

e'x = e (1 - .i.) 
m•L 

M~ = !::!.!!! e P 
M'e=1+

6
6meP 

6 

M~ = !:(m{9m-20JeA+<11-12m).e 
1fc 1+9mH1-ml e8 

M~ =.E[m{10-9ml BA +{12m-1)e 
1
~(11-9mlC1-m) e8 ] 

M~ = E ce-16e8J 
60 

M~ = _f(31B+4B9l 
60 
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It can be seen that this case with eA = eB does not cause additional 
reactions, but the sum of the fixed end moments Mo + M' = ½ bP 
must be absorbed by the supports. 

4.32 Fixed End Beam with Parabolic Tendon 

For Mo: 

and 

whence 

eA =I= en 
... M'A =I= M' B 

(See Fig. 11.) 

_j_ ~ . I 

-tA[V ~ ~B 

FIG. 11 

MAo = + eAP 
MBo = + eBP 

Mto = ( eA : eB - b) p 

L 2 L 1 L 2 
El~A = + eAP--+ eBP---bP:---

2 3 2 3 2 3 

, L 2 M' L 1 +MA--+ B--
2 3 2 3 

= P (2eA + en) - 2bP + 2M'A + M'n = 0 
El~8 = P (2eB + eA) - 2bP + 2M'n + M'A = 0 

M'A = P(: b-eA) 

M'a = P(: b-ea) 

( 8.1) 
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The end moments due to prestressing become 

MA= MAo + M' A= eA.P + P (: o - eA) = : oP. 

Ms= Mao+ M's= eH.P + P (: 1) - es)= : <>P. 

and at the i: 
1 

Mt=--OP. 
3 
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(8.2) 

The following rules for beams with parabolic tendons can be deducted 
from the above equations: 

(a) the final end mom en ts are independent from the eccentricity 
of the tendon and only dependent on t~e drape b max. 

(b) the final moment curve is not influenced by the relative loca
tion of eA and es 

( c) the fixed end moments due to pres tressing are a function of 
e; they have to eliminate the slope deflections caused by Mo 

( d) M' becomes O if eA = en = ¾ o max. Compression line is con
cordant with tendon line. No deviation moment nor final 
forces 

( e) even by eA = en the final end moments are independent of 
eA or eB and only influenced by I'> max. 

4.33 Fixed End Beams with Straight Tendons. 

Fixed end beams with straight tendons are frequently used in 
columns of rigid f_rames. 

It can be derived from equations (8.1) and (8.2) with I'>= O that the 
end Moment 

MA= Mn= 0 

i.e., equation (8.1) 

<'> = 0 : M' A= - P.eA 
M'n =-P.en 

and MA= MAo + M'A = P.eA- P.eA = 0 
Mn= Mno + M'n = P.eB-P.en = 0 

(See Fig. 12 a-c.) 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 
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From this can be deducted that: 

(a) straight tendons, independent of their location do not cause 
end moments Ma or Mn-even if they are inclined, 

(b) but the deviation moments and deviation forces are· only 0 
if the tendon is at the center of gravity of the member. 

4.34 Fixed End Beam with Straight Interrupted Tendon 

A quite frequent condition for continuous members is the inter
rupted tendon, i.e., the negative moments over an interior support or 

12a 

126 

12c 

FIG. 12 

at a corner of a rigid frame require additional prestressing force 
beyond the one available from the center of the span. In this case 
tendons are usually added over the support and anchored within the 
span beyond the negative moment area. 

Again the same principles as previously applied govern, and we can 
calculate the slope deflections at A and B and together with the MoA 
and Mon we are able to evaluate the fixed end moment MA and MB. 
(See Fig. 13.) 

The slope deflection at A and B is: 

El~A = P.e.m2 + ¾ M'A + ½ M'n = 0 
EI~n = P.e(2m-m2

) +½ M'A + ¾ M'u = 0 
and 

M'A = + P.e(2m-3m2
) 

M'n = - P.e( 4m - 3m2
) 

(10.1) 
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As final end moments we obtain 

MA= + MoA + M'A = P.e(2m - 3m2
) 

Mn= Mon+ M'n = P.e(l -4m + 3m2
) 

4.35 One End Fixed Beams 

Since the end moment at A must be Owe can deduct for B: 

where 
Mn = Mon + M' B = enP + M' B 

~OB 
M'B = - -- (see equations 6.5) 

~BB 

MJ=· "t _Jc;::=- --:araJI +"".a 
I 

FIG. 13 

&1lIJIIlIGlJIID 

FIG. 14 

The deviation Moment M'11 will create the devi'ation forces 
. Min 
RA=-Rn=-

L 
From Fig. 14 follows: 

and 

at the 

4.6 

M'R = + P(<> - es-½ eA) 

Ma= Mou + M'tt = P(<> - ½ eA) 

Mt.PR= - P(½ <> - ¼ eA) 

Continuous Beams and Frames 

51 

(10.2) 

With the equations derived all final end moments for fixed end 
beams, continuous beams, and frames can be calculated. Naturally, for 
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more complex systems the moment distribution or slope deflection 
distribution method will result in faster, easier, and error proof results. 

In continuous beams with a continuous tendon and eccentricity 
on the left side of the interior support equal to the eccentricity at the 

15c A 

15d ===-========i_M_,i,,___ __ + __ J.1.-~ 

,s,$=• V-~\tf~'U• 
Ma= "'oa "· pea 

Mb: M.ob+ M'b = peb + M'b 

Mc• Moc+ M', =-. pee+ M'c 

Md=Mod =-Ped FIG. 15 

right side of the same support, we have only to consider the deviation 
moments M' since Mo does not contribute differential moments. (See 
Fig. 14.) 
The final moment line can be obtained by adding Mo+ M'. 
It should be noted that the M' line is always straight between the points 
of deviation moments, i.e., supports, since no forces are added or 
deducted. 
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From Fig. 14 the following deviation moments will have to be distrib
uted at support B: 

6MB,PR = (M'nL + M'BR) 

and at support C: 

+ [P(¾ a1-eB) _:_ P(¾ ()2 -en)] 

¾ P(a1 - a2) 

~Mo,PR = (M'o,L + M'c,R) 
+ [P(¾az-eo)-P(¾as-ec) 

= ¾ P(a2 - as) 

In rigid frames or continuous beams with special reinforcing e can 
usually not be eliminated since the eccentricity and also the prestres
sing force can be different. (See Fig. 15.) 

Deviation forces can be calculated from basic equations ( 6.6 and 6. 7). 
Note that in the case of Fig. 14 these deviation forces are directed. up
wards at the supports Band C and downward at A and D. 
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DIFFICULTIES AND INCIDENTS IN PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE 

BY DR. JACOB FELD* 

(Presented at a meeting of the Structural Section, B.S.C.E., held on December 11, 1963.) 

Prestressed concrete industry is now a grown up child in the 
field of engineering application and must guard against a repetition 
of mistakes made in childhood. It is therefore quite proper to describe 
what has not worked properly in the rapid development of this tech
nique. It is good that several experienced workers in the field recently, 
and sometimes in spite of considerable resistance, are publicly pre
senting summaries of their investigations of troubles, non-successes 
and costly maintenance details. Some of the recent papers have been 
the lecture at the Seattle meeting of the American Concrete Institute 
by Morris Shupack on "Prestressed Concrete Tank Failures," Seattle 
(Sept. 1962), by Ross H. Bryan at the American Society of Civil 
Engineers on "Performance and Problems of Precast Member Con
nections" ( San Francisco, Oct. 1963) and by I. Cornet at the Society 
of Corrosion Engineers on "Prestressed Concrete Tanks" ( 1963). The 
writer's discussion at the 1962 International Prestressed Concrete 
Congress (Rome) on incidents which were not complete successes re
ceived so much attention that the magazine "Stahl Und Eisen Beton" 
used 2 .½ of the six-page report of the conference for a full translation 
of the discussion on failures. 

The 1962 International Prestressed Congress in Rome included, 
for the first time, considerable contributions on the subject of failures 
and necessity for a new look at accepted procedures and details. 

In Theme I on Design, Davydov (USSR), in summarizing the 
papers, stated that an unsolved problem is the explanation of cracking. 
Mikhailov (USSR) advised that they were studying the causes and 
cures of electro-corrosion as well as the effect of cracks on the dynamic 
rigidity of structures. He also suggested that all members of the Con
gress join a consolidated program of research and exchange opinions 
in an attempt to solve the troublesome questions in this field. Tsamis 
(Greece) said that corrosion due to strain must be empirically studied 

• Consulting Engineer, 114 East 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y. 
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from reports of actual cases and cited the troubles from that source 
at the Gavia Bridge in Brazil and at a syphon in France. His study 
shows that most trouble occurs when the metal is anodic, since stressing 
makes it more anodic and strength is then seriously affected by im
purities in the steel. 

Theme II on Production, was summarized by Vandepite (Bel
gium) and he stressed the imporant items to be: thicker webs are ad
visable; wire must not be coiled in too small reels; cold drawn wire 
is less susceptible to corrosion than the oil quenched steel; chlorides 
in the mix combined with steam curing is a very serious combination 
which is prohibited in Belgium; some breakages in anchorages must 
be expected and safeguards provided; many beams have hair line 
cracks following the line of tendons which the Japanese claim is caused 
by delayed shrinkage in the grout; in the long winters of the USSR 
large expansion results when winter welding is used to join the com
ponents; further study is needed of the causes of corrosion and of the 
effect of grouting. He was especially critical of engineers who persist 
in designing with unreasonably thin webs so that it is impossible to 
compact properly the concrete in the bottom flanges, troubles reported 
by representatives of Australia and Portugal. Morujao (Portugal) 
also reported several cases of concrete failure from crushing behind 
anchorages during tensioning. Lippold (Germany) reported on an in
spection of the Aue Bridge over several railroad tracks built 2 5 years 
ago. The anchor nuts were rusted to a depth of over one millimeter, 
frequent spalling of concrete resulted from sulphur dioxide engine 
fumes and the cube strength of concrete in the structure showed re
duction by 10% from the original tests during construction. Hill and 
Love (Great Britain) reported some failures of high tensile prestressed 
bars when the anchor plates were not truly perpendicular to the axis 
of the rod. They found that cut threads were worse than rolled threads. 
Reports were also received of stress corrosion failure in sewage tanks 
located in exposed marine industrial areas. Japan reported on sponta
neous fracture in 7 mm. wire in coils 1.5 meter diameter, more in coils 
covered by sea water spray than those in covered storage, but the same 
wire in 2 .0 meter coils in outside storage showed no failures. There 
was general agreement that tempered wires were more susceptible to 
corrosion than cold drawn wires and that chlorides must be kept away 
from the steel. Anchorage failures were reported from Great Britain, 
USSR, Portugal and Czechoslovakia. The various mishaps included 
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split barrels in single wire anchorages, slip of conical wedges, slip of 
single wires, undue draw in male cones, stripped threads and breaks 
of flame-cut anchor plates. Norman ( Great Britain) investigated 10 
sites where there was doubt on the quality of the grouting and found 
that blockages occur more often on hot days; of the units opened up 
for study, 20% were poor and 10% were bad, with one tendon in 20 
showing deterioration and an example of extreme corrosion at 3 years 
age. 

As to frost damage in grouted tendons, Czechoslovakian experi
ence showed cracks more frequent along vertical and sloping cables 
than with horizontal and more frequent occurrence with metal ducts. 
In one study in Japan of 453 bridge beams, 203 had longitudinal 
cracks due to frost or differential shrinkage between concrete and 
grout, the latter having a higher modulus of elasticity. Norman also 
added a statement that hair cracks in the sides of top flanges in long 
beams was traced to low lateral rigidity and oscillation during trans
portation. 

A more drastic failure was reported in 19 5 5 in New Zealand 
where 80 beams of 105 ft. span were post-tensioned each with 96 
wires of 0.267" diameter and grouted before shipment. A beam 
weighing 40 tons tipped over in shipment, and exploded so violently 
that the shock wave touched off failure of a second beam still in stock 
and that also broke into fragments. 

Rhodes ( Great Britain) reported that of 30,000 anchorages 
supplied to industry for large-sized strands, he had only 12 failures 
in either the strand wedge or the wire. Shimoni (Israel) stated that in 
assembling reinforcement for pressure pipes he uses extra wires to 
allow for some wire failures in the stressing operation. Lowe ( Great 
Britain) warned that all designs must allow space for concrete 
movements from shrinkage and from deflections. 

Theme IV on Structures also included two comments on failures. 
Dyrbye (Denmark) reported on a 1000 cu. meter tank of precast 
wall units one meter square which was prestressed horizontally and 
vertically but resulted in a very leaky structure. Paduart (Belgium) 
reported cracking in prestressed beams cast on long beds, with straight 
bottom steel and some steel deflected by metal pieces set in the form. 
Vertical cracks showed up in the webs in line with metal pegs used 
to hold the deflected wires. 

Of course, the history of prestressed concrete in the United States 
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is younger than in Europe, but there have been recorded sufficient 

difficulties, usually in details of design and construction to warrant 

a summary of what not to do. It makes little sense to apply the pre

stressed techniques to designs which will not perform properly, where 

future maintenance costs will more than balance any original economies. 

A great disservice to the industry was the vaunted claims that pre

stressed concrete will not crack because the concrete is always in 

compression. Proper analysis shows the fallacy of that statement in 

many designs. The incidents listed below only cover those personally 

investigated and others publicly announced. Conversations with men 

active in the field indicate that at least an equal number of cases have 

not been published. In the writer's opinion, such lack of professional 

responsibility, often caused by the owners insistence, is a serious 

situation and can only ultimately retard complete acceptance of pre

stressed techniques in Building Codes and by the public. 
There have been a few mistakes in design, details and specifica

tions which should not be repeated. In 1957, one of 5-100 ft. post

tensioned beams which had been erected with partial stress and fully 

tensioned in position but not grouted failed when the center buckled 

upwards 12". Bars used in the beams were 80 ft. long and were spliced 

with 7 of the 14 splices at the same point, where failure occurred. To 

make room for the splices, 3" diameter sheathes were used, which took 

out a large part of the concrete section. Such detail is not permitted in 

reinforced concrete and can be avoided. 
In 1960, reports appeared both in Sweden and in the USSR show

ing that surface electrolytic corrosion is expedited by the presence of 

calcium chloride, but may be inhibited by other admixtures, such as 

sodium nitrate. Corrosion studies made after the defects in the San 

Mateo-Hayward Bridge were discovered, also indicate that galvanic 

action may come from the differential concentration of oxygen in 

the included moistures. Work in South Africa indicates that similar 

corrosion may come from sodium chloride intrusion. This was definitely 

found in some concrete Key West, Florida buildings where steel 

conduit had almost completely corroded and even electric circuits 

were broken by the internal rust formation. 
There is complete agreement among the experienced designers 

that calcium chloride must not be used in the mix and that oil tempered 

wires are more vulnerable to corrosion damage even in the absence of 

chlorides. 
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Prestressed work requires concrete of high and uniform strengths. 
Lightweight aggregates save so small a part of the actual weight that 
the more probable uncertainty of obtaining proper strength should 
prohibit its use in prestressed work. The weight saving was the reason 
for changing to lightweight concrete in manufacturing, in Oregon in 
19 5 5, the girders for the Kenai River Bridge in Alaska. Design called 
for 4500 psi concrete, and about a third of the end blocks cracked at 
stressing under the 6 X 6 plates holding Freyssinet anchors. When the 
end diaphragms were tensioned, some cracks and spalls appeared at 
the bottom of two girder ends. By 1958, the cracks had increased 
from 3 to 5 ft. in length and some corners were loose. By 1962, com
plete replacement was ordered, even though the concrete then tested 
4 780 psi, only a 5 % increase in 7 years. 

In a fine monumental building in Philadelphia, the main floor 
consists of circular sectors with field post-tensioning required to join 
the pretensioned castings. The narrow end of the sector consisted of 
two separate bearing areas, 7" X 14" each, with a total of four 
stressed rods. The bearing plates were located at the top of the casting 
with little clear distance along three edges. With each rod stressed 
to 130 Kips, the average unit pressure under the bearing plates was 
4000 psi, for a design concrete mix of 5000 psi. With only the upper 
rod stressed to full value, the edge pressure was higher, depending 
on the closeness of contact. Some localized shear failures occurred in 
back of the bearing plates. The result was a complete stoppage of 
work, with a tentative order to demolish part or all of the structure 
built at that time, which order was later rescinded, but only after 
extensive tests, inspections and arguments. In the broken end bearings, 
it was found that two small steel stirrups had been omitted in the 
plant manufacture, "to provide space for the concrete." Additional 
concrete strength was provided by filling the gap between the two 
separate bearing areas, which gap had been left for possible vertical 
pipes in the wall. The project is now complete and a credit to both 
the architect and the engineer, but a great deal of trouble and un
favorable publicity could have been avoided by providing greater 
bearing areas with more easily accomplished details. After the spalled 
and cracked ends had been rebuilt, all future post-tensioning was 
performed in a two step procedure, each rod being stressed to 50%, 
value, then the other 50% added in sequence. Since the rods were 
too closely located to provide clearance for jacks, this required four 
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operations, but it reduced the high local eccentric stress concentra
tions during the stressing. 

In 1954, Belche reported on some prestressed arches in Belgium 
where 7 mm. wires around a 20 cm. radius snapped when bent around 
the end of the arch. He blamed corrosion, superficial defects and 
stresses due to curvature. Later in this paper, the subject is covered 
in connection with tank and pipe incidents. 

In the production of precast work, some methods must be modified 
to prevent costly replacements when cracks appear. In 1958, in a 
large application of both pretensioned and post-tensioned factory
produce I beams, manufactured during the winter 1957-8, in a plant 
specially built for the project, a few beams were rejected before 
shipment, but inspection in the field showed considerable difficulty. 
There were then 148 post-tensioned beams of 60 to 100 ft. span, and 
204 pretensioned beams of 30 to 50 ft. span, used for 18 highway 
bridges in connection with a major traffic artery in Virginia. The 
total order was for 5 72 beams. Some of the bridges were already com
plete with concrete deck in place, others were in process of erection 
and many of the beams were in storage both at the bridge site and 
in the plant. Cracks were found, of intermittent length, outlining the 
curved metal sheathes in the web and the straight lines in top and 
bottom flanges. Of the 148 long beams, 101 had serious cracks, some 
at more than one location. In total, cracking was noted in 33 webs, 
89 bottom flanges and 4 top flanges. Of the 208 short beams, 7 showed 
cracks in the webs and in 16 the bottom reinforcement was exposed, 
mostly in the poor concrete covering. 

The latter beams were corrected by patching and some epoxy
cement filling of cracks and honeycomb pockets. Most of the longer 
beams were too badly cracked for repair and in some of them moisture 
leaked out from the cracks. 

First analysis put the blame on the freezing of the grout and 
many of the beams were rejected and new ones were ordered. When 
however similar difficulty was found in the beams made in early 
summer, new investigation was started. The cause was then determined 
to be the unequal shrinkage of the different concrete thicknesses when 
the steam curing was shut off. Typical cycle of steam application con
sisted of 5 hr. normal setting at about 60°F room temperature, from 
1,½ to 2 hr. steam added slowly to raise the temperature to 165°F, and 
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holding at 165°F for 22 hours. Then the steam was turned off and 
covers removed. 

Certainly the metal conduit acted as a radiator to cool more 
rapidly the thin concrete cover and some fine separation cracks 
developed. The grouting under pressure, after the post-tensioning 
was completed, opened up the cracks. It seems that the combination 
of metal sheath inside beams being steam cured is an uncertain or at 
least an unadvisable one. The literature indicates that similar difficul
ties have been encountered elsewhere, and in some countries the use 
of metal sheathes is prohibited when steam-curing is planned. 

Shrinkage of the concrete during setting and curing of items 
cast in steel forms has been known to pull the flanges and webs apart 
since the forms do not give. Precast joists often show fine cracks at 
the web Junction with the flanges, but when reinforced with diagonal 
steel wires or mesh, full scale load tests reported by the writer (ACI 
Journal paper 45-8) indicate no reduction in strength from such 
cracking. 

The highest stress concentration is under the bearing plate 
of a post-tensioned anchorage. Here is required the best concrete 
strength with some hoop or spiral reinforcement to resist lateral ex
pansion under the high stress. The combination of bearing plate, often 
with attached anchors, cable or rod sheath, stirrups and hoops is not 
conducive to getting a dense concrete. Usually there is no room for· a 
vibrator and densification of the concrete mix depends on manual 
rodding and tamping "as far as possible." And sometimes, the result 
is not sufficient. 

In one very large prestressed concrete viaduct project, in New 
York, the bearing plates set in the web face of the outer girders for 
cross-tensioning the roadway width, crushed the web when the jacking 
was applied. The concrete in back of the plate was found quite porous; 
there was too much steel, of the several items noted above, in back 
of the plate to permit a proper filling of the web with concrete. 

Several long precast beams, up to 113 ft., for a skew bridge cross
ing had been detailed with steel bearing plates to be anchored to the 
abutment seats. The post-tensioning induced camber in the beams, 
according to design, with straight profiles under full dead load of the 
stringers, deck slab and paving. But the beams were erected in the 
abutments in the "naked" condition and the weight alone was insuffi
cient to reduce the camber. Great care had been taken to set the 
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bearing plates on the abutment seats in perfect position with the anchor 
bolts exactly to fit the templates of the concrete beam ends. But of 
course, the ends did not fit. Not only were the beams apparently short, 
but the shoe plates were slightly rotated. Repairs had to be made with 
80 ton beams held in the air two cranes, an expensive and time 
consuming operation. Shoe and bearing details must be designed to 
provide for the shape and length changes as a prestressed beam is 
loaded. Direct copy of satisfactory details from structural steel or 
normal concrete design is not advisable. 

Polivka has warned that account must be taken of temperature 
effect on long prestressed casting beds; a change of 30°F in 500 ft., 
not unusual in many plant locations, changes the wire or cable length 
by 1 ¼" and this must cause some loss in bond values. Similarly, placing 
heated concrete on cold steel will relax the stress and the casting will 
not have the expected strength. 

The failure of a prestressed concrete Vierendeel truss in Lodi, 
California in 1953 was openly discussed because of the contractor's 
complaint to revoke the engineer's license. The failure had no witnesses 
although four of the five identical trusses collapsed under partly 
loaded conditions. The truss span was 80 ft. with top and bottom chords 
prestressed with bonded wires at 120,000 psi maximum load. The 
webs formed seven open areas, there being no vertical at mid-span. Due 
to some difficulty in erection, additional wires had been placed on the 
exterior of the bottom chords and diagonal steel straps were added in 
the middle bay of the trusses. The redesign added a verticle member 
at mid-span, and replaced the prestressing wires with high bond bars. 
The original design contained up to eight #6 bars in both lower and 
upper chords with ten and four ¼ in. diam. high strength wires, 
respectively, for prestressing and to reduce the tension in the precast, 
unloaded members. 

Erection failures have occurred and can be guarded against by 
proper care in lifting, transporting and guying until all permanent 
bracing is in place and connected. Lack of such care can seriously 
delay the job at considerable cost and wipe out all the economies of 
a prestressed design. In a bridge realignment job in Yonkers, where 
32 identical prestressed beams were ordered and shipment by rail 
synchronized with traffic conditions, the last beam was dropped when 
it just didn't clear the car. Replacement cost was not too serious, but 
the bridge construction program was upset, and the completion time 
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could have been bettered by using steel girders. Hauling long beams 
through congested areas requires special traffic permits, can only be 
done in overtime work periods and has resulted in girder failures like 
the case in Providence when a 100 ft. beam turned over when the 
trailer made a sharp curve. 

Failure of a five million gallon tank at Littleton, Colorado, was 
caused by wind load on one side of an almost completed job. The 100 
ft. diameter water storage tank was made of precast vertical staves 
6 X 28 ft. set with edges tight. After more than half the height had been 
covered with die stressed wound wires and completely grouted, six 
staves fell inward, releasing all wire tension and all the wires were 
removed. While the discussion of responsibility was going on, a similar 
tank with all staves in position but before any wire had been installed, 
also collapsed from lateral wind pressure. 

In a large industrial building, the main roof (used for automobile 
parking) is framed with precast post-tensioned beams and girders, 
supported by precast columns. The bays are 40 X 44 feet, columns 
are 2 X 2 feet in section, the girders 44 feet long pinned to the columns 
and made continuous by adding heavy negative moment steel over 
the supports in the cast-in-situ roof slab, 4.5 inches thick. Beams 
are located at column lines and at the third points of the girder spans, 
sitting on brackets cast on the girder webs. The beam support is free, 
except for an asbestos packing seat layer and concrete filling in the 
gap between beam ends and girder web. To reduce construction thick
ness, the end blocks of the beams were notched, 12 inches above the 
bottom. Theoretical bearing areas are 12 X 5 inches; somewhat 
smaller areas are actually found where shrinkage of the concrete 
resulted in beams of shorter than designed length. Such shrinkages 
reduced the bearing area by as much as 20 percent in some locations. 

The concrete design mix was 4000 psi in 3 days and 5000 psi in 
28 days. Test cylinders of the concrete produced, containing satis
factory glacial sand and gravel, w/c ratio 0.435, Type III cement 
with 1,½ to 2 percent calcium chloride, after steam curing, showed 
strengths of 6600 psi at 28 days and 6000 psi in 3 days for beams and 
5565 for girders. Beams were cast within steel forms, stripped at 3 
hours age, including 2 hours steam and then steam cured for 20-24 
hours at 100-140°F. Girders were stripped at 5 hours age, including 
4 hours steam and then steam cured for 3 hours at 90-100°F. Post
tensioning of the high strength steel rods was at 3 days when the con-
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crete strength indicated by a Schmidt hammer was at least 4000 psi. 
Of the 606 units manufactured, only 4 required rejection. Beams and 
girders had stirrup loops extended for composite action with the slab 
concrete. 

Shortly after the completion of the roof slab, failures of the beam 
ends were noted at the expansion joints and a more positive sliding seat 
detail was installed. Since that repair, about 6 years ago, progressive 
distress of end blocks in both beams and girders has developed. 
Cracks in beams are typically vertical sheer separations above the 
bearing area and diagonal tension cracks originating at the re-entrant 
corner of the seat recess. Considerable cause is the shrinkage of the 
concrete. It is evident that the post-tensioning stress does not provide 
a uniform compressive stress across the full section of the beam. 
Actually, the analysis of the beam just above the bearing, as a free 
body, indicates tensile stresses at the edge of the seat. The beam 
acting as a simple span, partly restrained by the roof slab, must have 
freedom to rotate when loaded. The sloping end will modify the 
bearing reaction and has caused the faces of the girder bracket to 
spall. Similarly, the shrinkage of the girder lengths has caused a 
number of columns to crack vertically. 

The effect of shrinkage in changing the geometry of an assembly 
of members must be considered in the design and in the details of 
jointing. High early strength concrete, obtained by special cements, 
calcium chloride and steam curing, is liable to shrinkages and over 
longer periods of time than arc normal mix concretes. Some recent 
data on concrete shrinkage appeared in Revue des Materiaux (Paris), 
No. 545, Feb. 1961, articles by T. C. Powers and M. Mamillan. 

Corrective work consists of anchored steel bridles added at each 
beam end to transfer the reaction without reliance on the girder seats 
and with pick-up at the bottom of the full beam depth. Columns 
which show distress are being encased at the top with tensioned strap 
iron and gunite. 

In all operations of circular stressing, the diameter of the vessel 
is reduced and freedom of movement must be provided at contacts 
with the unstressed members. Similar incompatibility of deformation 
caused serious diagonal shear cracks to develop in a concrete penstock 
pipe in Cuba in 1958. The joints were covered by a sleeve which was 
tightly grouted. When pressure was applied, the greater stiffness of 
the sleeve resisted expansion of the pipe ends and the shear cracks 
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opene.rl. ThP cure was to rlie 011t thP grout anrl r;:rnlk the joint with a 

plastic filler. 
Ooy kaas in the Mar. 19 5 2 "Magazine of Concrete Research" 

reported similar difficulties where pipe had not been prestressed for 

the full length to provide space for a sleeve joint. He warns that pipe 

must be prestressed to the extreme ends to avoid secondary bending 

and shear stresses. 
A novel retaining wall design, built in 19 5 7, consisted of vertical 

cast-in-place ribs slotted on the sides to receive precast and prestressed 

concrete plank. Shortly after backfilling the edges of the ribs showed 

vertical cracks caused by the edge shear reactions when the plank de

flected under load. The slots had been solidly packed with grout, which 

in the repair work was replaced with moulded expansion filler. Planks 

were 22 ft. long and 4 ft. high, 12 and 18" thick. 
Dean in 19 5 7 reported on condition and correction of the pre

stressed beams in the Lower Tampa Bay Bridge. Cracks had developed 

in the bottom of the webs and camber changed with age. The deflection 

could not be predicted to the same tolerance as in steel beams. In 

the later designs, he changed the I beam section by a heavier flange 

bulb, 6" webs in place of 4" in 40" deep l's, and all webs had shear re

inforcement. 
Long haulage, some 300 miles, of lightweight precast Ts 80 ft. 

long for a school gymnasium roof in Arizona, may have released the 

bond of the pretensioned strands. Although lifted from the bed and 

placed on the trailer and erected on the walls without incident, the 

beams developed a sag of 6 to 8". When a heavy rainfall caused further 

deflection, the roof was rejected. The combination of dynamic loading 

during transportation and the lower bond developed in lightweight 

concrete seem to be the reasonable explanation. 

Placing long spans on slender walls is an invitation for failure. 

In 1959, three precast concrete arches, spanning 49 ft. on top of 46 ft. 

high walls over a steel mill near Lisbon, Portugal, fell 60 days after 

erection. 
In 1956, a prestressed concrete roof, 56 ft. span, over the cafeteria 

of a school in Orlando, Florida, was erected on 8 in. thick concrete 

block walls. About a week later, eight of the 5 ton T-shape pretensioned 

beams fell to the floor, bringing down with them one wall and a roof 

section 32 ft. wide. Smaller span roofs of similar design were not 

affected. The walls were quite flexible especially with 7 ft. wide window 
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openings, three in the 32 ft. of failed wall. An almost identical failure 
occurred in 19 58 when the precast hollow slab roof fell and brought 
the top of the hollow block wall down with it in the erection of a one 
story commercial building in Waltham, Massachusetts. The roof 
consisted of 30 ft. long hollow precast units, 9 in. thick by 16 in. wide, 
resting on an 8 in. hollow block wall which also was pierced by window 
openings. 

A monumental two span, 90 and 60 ft., folded plate roof near 
Chicago collapsed when the temporary shores under the 90 ft. span 
were removed before completing the welding of steel and concrete 
over the center support. The added cost of making each span sufficient 
to carry its own weight would seem to be a good investment. The notes 
on a drawing are not sufficient warning that the precast elements 
need continuity for safety. 

In 1960, the failure of almost half the roof of the factory at 
Harrisonburg, Virginia, resulted in some frank discussion on tolerances 
to be permitted in precast work. The precast beams came with seat 
angles 2 X 2 X 5/16", 14" long and were specified to be field welded 
as required for erection only. The tops of the columns had bearing 
angles 1,½ X 1,½ X 5/16" by 14" long. Eventually, the top steel was 
to be welded over the columns and concrete added to provide full 
continuity. Beams were 34" deep I's spanning 40 ft. and carrying 50 ft. 
long double T's. Shrinkage and fabrication tolerance reduced the 
required bearing area and increased the bearing stress above the 
expected 3460 psi (if support was uniform and no load taken by the 
steel anchors). The edges of the concrete columns sheared off and the 
roof fell with considerable loss of life. Too many designers detail and 
dimension precast work as if they were dealing with components for 
cabinetwork or even watches. Calling for "exact" dimensions does 
not guarantee the performance of the impossible. 

Although there has been some experience with trouble from the 
use of die-stressed wire prestressing, it took a spectacular failure and 
sufficient professional responsibility on the part of a municipal agency 
to make everyone aware of the possible dangers. 

The collapse of a 2.5 million gallon sludge tank in 1961 in New 
York City, fortunately without any damage to life or property beyond 
the overturning of three railroad freight cars, brought attention to 
the internal disintegration of highly stressed die-strained wires. 
Although the wires on the outer face of the tank which had been brick 
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covered and indirectly subject to exterior rain and temperature were 
the immediate cause of the collapse, and were considerably eroded 
and corroded, the major portion of the tank perimeter was inside the 
work room where climatic conditions were favorably controlled. The 
wires removed from this part of the wall were also found, with a few 
exceptions, severely rusted and with brittle cone ends and longitudinal 
splits. Some of the wires, which for unknown reasons showed no outside 
rusting, when bent, were also found to have corroded longitudinal 
splits in the interior. Similar steel wires, used for vertical post-tension
ing and located on the inner face of the walls, were found in perfect 
shape. These wires were straight and were not die-stressed, and were 
covered with about one inch cement mortar, as part of the surface 
of the inside face of the tank. 

The failure, at Owls' Head Plant, was of one tank in a battery of 
eight identical units built in 1950-1. Records of the construction show 
that walls were concreted between April 20, 1950 and January 5, 1951, 
using normal 3000 psi concrete and with all cylinder tests satisfactory. 
The concrete mix had no admixtures and no calcium chloride was used. 
Eight similar tanks were constructed at the Hunts Point Sewage 
Disposal Plant (also New York City) in 1951-2. Complete investiga
tion of all tanks showed that the earliest indication of trouble was in 
August 1958 when some gunite protection on Tank #7 at Hunts Point 
spalled off, exposing corroded horizontal wires. This area was within 
the plant operating room formed within the space bounded by the eight 
tanks and not exposed to outside temperature or rain. When the builder 
explained this localized failure as caused by electrolysis, a careful 
survey was made and no stray electrical currents were found. In a 
number of areas on most of the tanks, especially, but not limited to 
locations near metal sleeves through which pipes had been led into 
the tanks, gunite protection spalled off (1958 to 1961) and the wires 
were cleaned, painted with red lead and the mortar replaced. 

Failure of Tank P-4 (primary digestion) was a complete separa
tion and bodily displacement of the northeast quadrant for a height of 
15 feet, from the brick shelf where the concrete wall is 23 inches thick 
to the level where the roof steel bent into the wall was terminated. 
This blow out of the wall was followed by a vertical collapse of the 
upper part and of the roof structure. About 1.6 million gallons of 
liquid came out as a "tidal wave," overturning three railroad freight 
cars from a nearby track but fortunately without injury to any persons. 
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This section of the tank was covered by a brick facing sitting on the 
concrete shelf and tied to slotted galvanized steel anchors imbedded 
in the gunite covering the prestressed wires. Exposure was the worst 
possible with the driving north-east rains saturating the brickwork. 
In addition the roof flashing had broken and rain water leaked through 
the base of the parapet wall. The parapet wall was not prestressed 
and the stressing of the tank wall had caused a horizontal separation 
at this level when the tank diameter was reduced by the circumferential 
tensioning. 

A careful inspection was then made of the remaining tanks in 
both locations. Numerous areas of loose and cracked gunite covering 
were found on the walls within the operating room areas. When the 
loose gunite was removed, two conditions were observed. In some of 
the locations, an aluminum connector of the ends of wires when a 
complete reel had been used up, were found completely disintegrated. 
Chemical analysis of the white powder found in the cavity showed it 
to be almost pure aluminum oxide. In other locations, where the wires 
exposed were found to be considerably rusted, longitudinally split and 
of greatly reduced section, some wires were fractured with typical 
conical brittle failure. 

Where the brick facing covered the walls, there generally was 
a horizontal crack at the level where the bent down roof bars end. Con
siderable leaching of lime deposits were noted, a condition observed 
for several years prior to 19 61, and some frost damage of the masonry 
with brick actually pushed out. 

At the time of failure, the sludge level in the tank was 3.5 ft. 
above the level of the ceiling slab at wall contact. The tank was designed 
for pressure in excess of full depth to allow for the pressure of gas or 
foam trapped by the roof. A number of times since completion the 
tank had been emptied for servicing and inspection and then refilled. 
The tank was empty from late 1960 to ten days prior to failure. There 
was no report of any unusual structural conditions during this period. 
Immediately after filling, some leakage was observed at the exterior 
weep holes in the brick facing. The first tests of this seepage indicated 
presence of sludge but later tests showed no sludge content in the 
seepage liquid and the seepage soon decreased. 

An inspection of the debris brought out the following facts: 
1. The concrete was sound and dense; the sludge had not pene-
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trated or discolored the interior but left a paper-thick black layer on 
the inner surface. 

2. The mild steel reinforcement in the roof and in the upper part 

of the walls was not corroded and seemed well bonded to the concrete. 

3. The vertical post-stressing wires were in perfect shape, free 

of rust or corrosion and with splice connectors intact. 

4. The horizontal prestress wires were completely rusted, corroded 

and not a single clean piece of wire could be found. A careful search 

also failed to locate a single wire connector. End of wires showed 

typical reduced sections of cone breaks at about half diameter, thin 
skinshells with the interior of the wire consumed and split ends with 

laminar stripping. 
5. Gunite covering seemed dense and firm with many areas of 

rust stain outlining the wire positions. The rust stain indicates that the 
gunite was not totally impervious. 

6. The metal slot anchors for holding metal ties imbedded in the 

brick mortar joints, had been located as vertical strips within the top 

layer of gunite covering. Space between the wires and the slots varied 

from zero to about ;½ inch. Generally the metal slots were badly 

corroded, chiefly from water seepage in the air gap in back of the 

brickwork, resulting from the fault in the coping and flashing at roof 

level. Wires in immediate contact with the slots were always rusted, 
but were not the only rusted wires. 

Samples of horizontal and vertical wires were tested with the 

following results (wires taken from different areas in the failed walls): 

% Included s p C Mn Si 

Horiz. Wire a 0.044 0.023 0.82 0.70 0.28 

Horiz. Wire b 0.035 0.019 0.84 0.65 0.26 

Horiz. Wire c 0.038 0.Ql8 0.82 0.65 0.24 

Vertical wire e 0.034 0.018 0.72 0.84 0.22 

Vertical Wire f 0.038 0.014 0.76 0.88 0.24 

Vertical Wire g 0.030 0.015 0.74 0.74 0.20 

Specification 0.05 max. 0.05 max. 0.60-0.70 0. 76-1.00 

Clean wire d 0.017 0.014 0.60 0.79 0.24 

The clean wire was found in the later demolition of the rest of 

the tank. 
The physical tests on three samples of each wire, using wire m 
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the best condition as found in the debris, showed on the basis of 
ASTM A421-58T procedure: 

Vertical Wire 
Horizontal Wire 

Diameter 
Inches 

.1916-.192 

.140-.1405 

Yield 
Kips/sq. in. 

183-194 
220-223 

Ultimate 
Kips/sq. in. 

240-244 
232-241 

% Elongation 
in 10 inches 

5-6 
1.25 (one 

sample) 

Failure of all vertical wires and two horizontal wires was ;½ cup frac
ture and the last wire failed by split fracture. 

In the demolition of the tank debris, all of the wire was removed 
from the wall, most of which had adhered to the tank with the gunite 
attached. This area (about 2/3 of the perimeter) was within an operat
ing room, not exposed to outside weather or to the leakage from the 
roof parapet. The interior operating room is kept at working temper
atures and normal humidity; the exposed iron piping and electrical 
conduit shows no corrosion. Of all the horizontal wires exposed, about 
10% were clean and shiny, about 10% were corroded and fractured, 
the rest were all rust-covered and in various stages of corrosion. In one 
localized area, near the outside wall, there were a number of aluminum 
wire connectors, in place and unaltered. Nowhere else was a connector 
found. Wires showed laminar erosion patterns and splitting, exactly 
like those in the wall section that failed. The exterior exposure does 
not seem a necessary condition for the wire disintegration. 

The conclusions were therefore reached that the tanks were not 
structurally sound and must be strengthened by inserting steel tanks 
within them to take full hydrostatic load. 

The actual direct cause of failure was the reduction in sectional 
area of the horizontal wires to the point where there was insufficient 
hoop tension resistance to hold the liquid pressure. 

A reduction in sectional area of the wires could result from one 
or a combination of several factors, here separately enumerated and 
discussed as to probability and intensity. 

1. Surface corrosion from outside sources: 
(a) sludge within the tank. 
(b) seepage from the roof. 
( c) seepage through the wall surface. 

2. Surface erosion of metal by electrolytic action: 
(a) stray electrical currents at pipe sleeves. 
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(b) chemical cells at ends of wires at connectors. 
( c) chemical cells at crossing of wall slots. 

3. Stress corrosion internally: 
(a) dis-similar metallurgy of fibres. 
(b) separation of fibres due to die-stressing. 
(a) dis-similar metallurgy of fibres. 
(b) separation of fibres due to die-stressing. 

1. Surface corrosion from the sludge did not occur as is proven 
by the condition of the vertical wires which were located much nearer 
the liquid and although of similar metallurgy, were entirely unaffected. 
Seepage from the roof and/or from the wall surface would only affect 
the exterior parts of the tanks. Such seepage, if reactive, would form 
a surface coating of rust, which by the expansive effect would tend 
to seal the porosity of the gunite covering, would stain the gunite, but 
would be non-existent in the wires within the operating room areas. 
It is true that the outer sections are much more corroded than the 
operating room sections, but the latter also show some surface corro
sion. Seepage had some effect on decreasing the wire sectional areas 
but not to the extent where failure would occur. In other words, with
out any surface corrosion from roof and wall seepage, failure might 
have been delayed, possibly by a year, but would have occurred. The 
chemical analysis of the deposit on the exterior face of the brick 
covering showed it to be 96% carbonate. This material is non-corro
sive to steel. It is only the solution of salt air vapor in the presence 
of oxygen that would give serious surface chemical corrosion. 

2. Surface erosion of the metal by electrolytic action did occur 
and was quite evident at locations of the aluminum connectors and in 
the vicinity of pipe sleeve crossings. At these places the chemical 
change in metal caused large expansion of volume and resulting 
popping of the mortar protective coat. 

The chemical analysis of one pocket of white powder under such 
a blister in the mortar covering showed it as aluminum oxide, apparently 
the remains of an aluminum wire connector. Electric currents are 
generated where dis-similar metals, like steel and aluminum, are in 
contact in the presence of moisture. Stray currents will always find 
their way along pipe lines and are often generated by the flow of liquids 
within such lines. All such currents will continually rob the metal 
surfaces and move the material to other positions. The thinning of 
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the wires in many places indicated the existence of such losses and 
consequent reduction in sectional area of the wires. If the aluminum 
couplings were the only source of such trouble, the separations in conti
unity of the wire would be randomly positioned and the bonding of the 
gunite should be sufficient to transfer the tension loss. The losses at or 
near pipe crossings would only affect the wires within the operating 
room areas. Similarly, the electrolytic action where galvanized slotted 
anchors crossed the wires would affect the wall areas covered by brick
work and would only be serious where the gunite was lacking in 
thickness or in porosity. It is difficult to prove or disprove the actual 
contact of wires and slots. The corrosion of the galvanized slots from 
wall and roof seepage could occur without affecting the wires. The 
flow of metal would be from zinc to steel, rather than the reverse and 
not sufficient steel loss in the wires can be explained to permit the 
complete failure. The condition of the gunite covering with the impress 
of the wires does not indicate serious exterior changes in the wires. 
Surface erosion was a more serious factor than surface corrosion, but 
not sufficient by itself to cause failure. 

3. Internal stress corrosion caused by electro-chemical action 
when the internal fibres are disarranged during die-stressing, then 
unequally pulled by tensioning around a curve, is probably the largest 
factor in cross-section reduction. Stress-corrosion only occurs with 
tensile stresses. Internal micro-cracks or flaws open up great areas 
for internal corrosion. Fibres of nonmetallic slags and of non-uniform 
metallurgy all become areas of stress concentration with resulting 
internal flaw cracks and corrosion. The examination of the failed 
wires indicate considerable loss of internal metal with surfaces rusted 
but intact. There is no known corrective measure which can inhibit 
or counteract this internal disintegration of the wires while under 
service in the tank. 

There are several intensive research studies now in progress 
to explain the failure in metals called "stress corrosion." Most of 
the reports now available indicate that exposure to some corrosive 
liquid or gas is necessary; some people seem to agree that the non
homogeneity of the metal in a wire is sufficient to provide internal 
changes and corrosion. Some recent work in the field of solid physics 
on the internal structure of metals, especially in a disturbed state 
along the interlocking contact of the atomic structure (known as 
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the Fermi surface) seems to explain the internal disintegration which 
. is loosely called stress corrosion. Such study is going on at the General 
Electric Company Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N.Y. (Dr. 
Walter A. Harrison), at the Honeywell Research Center, Hopkins, 
Minnesota (Dr. Charles J. Speerschneider) and at the Corrosion 
Research Laboratory of Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio (Dr. 
David K. Priest, now at Pfaudler Research Laboratory, Rochester, 
N.Y.), and probably at many other laboratories in the United States 
and elsewhere. 

The important lesson is that highly stressed wires must not be 
mistreated and it seems that die-straining with the consequent heat 
generation is a dangerous procedure. Possibly the method can be made 
safe by some procedure which will dissipate the heat as soon as 
generated. 

Several other tank failures have been reported, especially by M. 
Shupack, and by I. Cornet, who is actively involved at the University 
of California in the subject of stress corrosion. 

In 19 5 5, pres tressed wires in the concrete wall of a 12 million 
gallon reservoir at Richmond, Calif. showed failures explained as 
stress corrosion, with typical brittle end fractures, minute longitudinal 
cracks as well as surface erosion. The failure was charged to high local 
combined stress. This tank was 200 ft. in diameter and 43 ft. high, 
stressed by 360 parallel wire cables, each extending over 90° arc, each 
made of 18 high strength 0.196" wires, encased in a metal tube for 
later grouting. Cable anchorages are at eight concrete pilasters. After 
tensioning, but before grouting, so many wires were found parted, that 
all of the cables were replaced. 

Failure of highly tensioned wires has been studied by Van der 
Heiden who in 19 58 computed the speed of failure at the instant that 
the deformation energy is converted into kinetic energy, to be 85 ft. per 
sec. However, in failures on circular tanks, he notes that the speed of 
breaking wire has been found to be many times greater than expected 
and the wires have been known to cut through one inch wood planks. 

Several cases involving slurry and sludge holders have been 
reported. In 1954, at Buffalo, New York, a 21 ft. diameter, 45 ft. 
high clay slurry tank had a section about 4 ft. by 3 ft. blow out near 
the bottom manhole. It was found that the circular tension hoops were 
not continuous over the height of the manhole frame. In 1955, at San 
Antonio, Tex. eight 7 5 ft. sludge tanks with prestressed concrete 
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dome roofs required repair of all roofs after serious wire corrosion 

was noted at 2 year age and one dome almost failed. 

In 1955, at Menlo Park, California, two 500,000 gal. die-stress 

tensioned tanks for sludge were found at 4 year age to have con

siderable spalled gunite . and corroded wires, both at anodic and 

cathodic areas. 
In 19 59, an investigation of three slurry tanks, 5 5 ft. diameter 

by 5 7 ft. high containing an alkaline slurry weighing 100 lbs/cf, 

showed serious corrosion of steel and one tank failed at 2 year age. 

The tanks were located in the Los Angeles Harbor with humid saline 

exposure. 
Also located along the West Coast are several tanks 40 to 320 ft. 

diameter by 40 to 20 ft. high for sea water holders, where prestressed 

wires have broken from corrosion and a 200 ft. diameter tank for 

magnesium hydroxide slurry required new circular bands which were 

asphalt coated, after 2 5 years use. 

Other water holders where corrosion of wires required repairs are 

the 1.5 million gallon tank south of Honolulu, Hawaii which was com

pletely rewound and guni ted in 19 60 at a 5 year age and the 130 ft. 

diameter Rodeo Reservoir in Richmond, California, built in 1952 

where cathodic protection has been installed to control wire corrosion 
first noted at one year age. 

There are a number of leaking prestressed sludge holders where 

there is evidence of wire corrosion but the tanks are kept in service 

by back-filling the outside almost to roof level and disregarding the 

seepage percolating through the fill. 

A serious corrosion failure of 36" precast pipe at Regina, Sas

katchewan in 1952 caused the complete abandonment of the finished 

work and substitution with steel-lined pipe. The pipe had been die

stressed with 0.142" wire which was covered with Kalicrete, a high 

sulphate resistant cement. Of 84 pieces cast without admixtures, 29 

were inspected and found to be sound. But of 58 pieces in which 

calcium chloride had been added to the mix, all showed wire failures. 

The report by C. R. Young stated that the wires had been heated to 

280° F during the die-stressing, which may add 50,000 psi stress in the 

wire as it cools to normal temperatures. The complete report by Robert 

Legget in the 1962 Proc. Inst. C. E., London, V. 22, p. 11-20, states 

that the corrosion was seen only on the inner faces of the wires next 
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to the concrete core and no corrosion was found in the longitudinal 
straight tensioned wires. 

Some prestressed pile failures have been reported, during the 
driving. Zollman at the Baltimore Bridge noted that 3 of 44-16" square 
piles failed during driving at 31 to 49 ft. from the top. Donovan Lee 
commented on this report that failure can occur when the pile is being 
driven too hard into soft ground, and such combination can set up 
tensile stresses in the pile. Dean in 1957 stated that piles with 400 
psi prestress when driven in soft soils cannot take the rebound effect 
which will destroy the pile. An initial stress of 800 psi is needed in 
such cases. 

The largest failures come from improper small details. Joints 
must allow for differential thermal, creep and shrinkage, all time 
dependent changes. Bearing stresses may be reduced by axial forces, 
with serious bracket stresses and often splitting of the concrete seat 
on the beam. Prestressed members will continue to change camber 
with time and some rotation at the support must be provided. 

Finally, there have been at least two failures of prestressed work 
during load testing. At a prestressed folded plate roof built at Ft. 
Sill, Oklahoma, a water load test seemed satisfactory until exposed to 
an air shock during some ballistic firing tests, which was enough to 
cause complete failure. Investigation indicated omission of some of 
the reinforcement at the columns. 

At a Detroit motel job, load tests of a questioned precast plank 
floor to 80 lbs./s.f. caused the unfortunate death of two inspectors 
who were trapped by the fall of the floor. Too much care in such tests 
is hardly enough. 
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THE GOW CAISSON 
BY H. A. MOHR,* Member 

While the excavation was being made for the Tremont Street Sub
way structure, the late Charles R. Gow, then Assistant Engineer of 
the Boston Transit Department, discerned the behavior of the soils 
encountered. As a result he developed the procedure and equipment 
to use for installing by hand what is known in Boston as the Gow, 
and elsewhere as the open or belled caisson. Any building for a site 
underlain by a suitable stratum of organic soil became a likely prospect 
for this type of foundation. The first such construction was undertaken 
at the beginning of this century. (See Fig. 1.) 

In a literal sense the term "Caisson" does not truly identify the 
Gow foundation unit, for rarely is its excavation made through water 
or under compressed air. The term, in this context, has been established 
by custom which will be honored in this explanation. 

A Gow Caisson consists of a cylindrical shaft, the bottom end of 
which rests on a truncated cone (known as the bell) with a short 
cylindrical base. The base of the cone or bell rests on a satisfactory 
bearing material. Except where the caisson is utilized to support ec
centric loading or resist uplift, no reinforcing steel is used. The entire 
unit is poured-in-place concrete which fills the excavation to caisson 
cut-off elevation. Procedures used for its installation, by hand and by 
machine, are outlined later. 

No other foundation unit is more positive than the Gow Caisson. 
All phases of its construction including the bearing material are exposed 
to visual and manual examination. The excavation is made and the 
concrete is deposited "in the open." Its economy interests the owner; its 
certainty, its simplicity of design and ease of inspection interest the 
engineer. 

The bearing area need not be circular, and the base need not be 
bell-shaped. The bearing area (in order to reduce or eliminate the 
need for cantilevers) may be elongated ( see Fig. 2), or it may be square 
or rectangular to meet a local condition. In favorable belling material, 
it may be economical to undercut the bell roof at 45 degrees. Although 

• Consulting Engineer, 250 Stuart St., Boston, Mass. 
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reinforcing steel will be required in the base of the bell, the cost 
of excavating by hand the volume between a 45 and 60 degree roof 
and filling that volume with concrete will more than pay for the 
required steel and its placement. There is no economy with 45 degree 
roofs and bells less than 10 feet in diameter. 

Installation of the Gow Caisson involves no impact forces or dis
placement of soil which attend the usual pile driving operation. Produc
tion can be increased at little cost by providing additional pieces of 
small equipment, tools and labor. Overhead clearance and restricted 
working-room present no serious difficulties with hand excavated 
caissons. 

Where this type of foundation is suitable and the unit can be 
installed "neat size," without costly preparation, it will prove the 
least expensive foundation of all types for the given location. The 
heavier the load to be supported the greater the economy. "Neat size" 
means: 

1. The load to be supported requires a shaft area not less than the 
minimum size in which a man can work, normally 200 tons and 
2'-8" diameter, respectively, using 500 psi working-stress con
crete. 

2. The bell can be excavated without adopting precautions for 
support of its roof. 

3. Allowing for the increase in telescoping-steel-cylinder diameter, 
the shaft can be excavated to the design size. 

4. The telescoping steel cylinders can be reclaimed as the con
crete is poured. 

Any deviation from "neat size" and standard procedure such as 
an oversize shaft to compensate for a lack in thickness of belling 
material ( see Fig. 4), or posting of the bell roof ( see Fig. 3), or the 
installation and operation of a dewatering system, to cite but three, 
would decrease the efficiency but not the adequacy of the unit. 

Determination of the feasibility of a caisson foundation requires 
accurate sub-surface data for study, and drive samples of the soils 
to be encountered for examination. 

The accuracy of the sub-surface investigation depends entirely 
upon the competence of the boring foreman. A few are competent, 
many are not. Inaccurate boring data can lead to difficulties and be
come the basis of claims for extra compensation. 
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Gow soon realized the inadequacy of wash samples obtained from 
soil-test borings for determining the practicability of undercutting the 
enlarged base of the caisson. To lessen the hazard inherent in this 
uncertain procedure, Gow began to make borings of his own and 
started the practice of taking drive-samples at each change of soil as 
the borehole was deepened. These samples were obtained by driving a 
1" extra-heavy pipe into the undisturbed soil immediately below the 
level to which the borehole had been made. The 1" pipe was the same 
hollow rod through which the "dirty water" had been circulated to 
transport the loosened soil out of the borehole. The drive samples 
proved superior to wash samples from which to judge, by visual and 
manual examination, the possibility of successfully completing the 
caisson bell. Experience acquired during previous caisson construction 
is invaluable when evaluating soil samples for prospective caisson 
construction. 

The uncertainty in this type of construction lies in the behavior 
of the material in which the bell undercut must be made. Within the 
height of the bell the material must have the strength to stand alone 
during the time required to complete the excavation and fill the bell 
with concrete. In addition the belling material must not leak during 
this period. Experience in the handling of soils during a construction op
eration is an important factor in the successful installation of belled 
caissons. Time also is an important factor. 

When the belling material leaks and lacks the strength to stand 
alone, and there is no easy procedure by which to overcome either de
ficiency, the contractor is in trouble financially and with his comple
tion time. 

Engineers and caisson contractors have, over the years, developed 
procedures by which some difficulties can be overcome; others that 
cannot be overcome inevitably result in financial loss. A few of the 
successful solutions will be outlined later. 

After a contract has been let, a change from caissons to piles and 
_ pile caps always involves a relatively large increase in cost which the 
caisson contractor can ill afford to absorb. While the writer knows of 
no pile and pile-cap foundation which has been abandoned in favor 
of caissons, a few caisson foundations, because of the development of 
unforeseen difficulties, have been abandoned ( usually in haste) to piles 
and pile-caps at a material increase in cost. In contrast to that re-
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quired for the successful installation of caissons, the driving of piles 
requires but a meager knowledge of the behavior of soils. 

BELLING MATERIALS 

1. Peat 

A fibrous peat when undercut, will stand alone during the time 
required to excavate and fill with concrete a bell of any usable size 
and shape. This type of peat need not have been surcharged. 

A peat consisting mostly of leaves generally will not stand alone 
when undercut, even though the area has been surcharged. 

Other types of peat, not all fibrous, provided that they have been 
surcharged for a period of months or a few years, will stand alone 
when undercut at an angle of 60 degrees with the horizontal. 

2. Organic Clay 

This type of soil lacks the strength or cohesion to stand alone 
when undercut in its raw state. After its water content has been suffi
ciently reduced by a surcharge, a bell can be undercut in this material 
as well as in the best peat. 

3. Organic Silt 

After having been surcharged a sufficient length of time an or
ganic silt which does not contain pockets of shells or lenses of sand 
will be impervious and will stand alone when undercut. The time of 
surcharging to produce the necessary strength and state of impervious
ness will be shorter than that required for organic clay and longer 
than for peat. When found to contain pockets of shells or lenses of 
sand, organic silt is a dubious material in which to attempt a bell ex
cavation. 

4. Organic Sand 

In the majority of cases sand containing organic matter will not 
be impervious for the time needed to excavate and concrete a caisson 
bell. However, a de-watering system properly installed a,nd operated, 
will, in many cases, create a condition in which caisson bells can be 
completed in this type of material without difficulty. 

5. Hard Yellow Clay 

The top portion of hard-yellow clay, found in some parts of 
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greater Boston, contains seams of fine sand and is therefore blocky. 
Blocks of clay will drop out of the bell roof as the sand is washed out 
of the seams by seepage. The erosion is progressive. Caisson bells have 
been lost when attempting to undercut in this blocky clay. Caisson 
bells and the lower portion of bells have been successfully undercut 
in non-blocky hard-yellow clay by means of pneumatic spades. 

6. Medium Inorganic Clay 

Where the organic belling material is thin, the lower portion of 
caisson bells have been excavated in medium inorganic clay. When 
free of sand seams, this is a good material in which to undercut a bell. 

7. Soft Inorganic Clay 

Soft inorganic clay is not found directly beneath an organic 
belling material; it is overlain by a medium inorganic clay or a granu
lar soil. The safe unit bearing on this type of clay is low. Only under 
extreme circumstances would Gow Caissons be installed with bell areas 
proportioned for one ton or less per square foot, to bear on or in soft 
clay. 

On one project in Boston, caisson bells were made in the bottom 
of the soft inorganic clay ( at a depth of 85 to 90 feet) which was 
under lain by loose sand and gravel, at a sizable financial loss to the 
caisson contractor. De-watering the loose sand and gravel, a pre
requisite to the installation of the Gow Caisson, removed the buoyant 
effect thus surcharging the area under which the hydrostatic head had 
been reduced. Employing divers instead of de-watering would have 
been possible, but not practical because of high cost and lack of time. 

On another project in Boston where the bells were to be made 
in the bottom of the soft inorganic clay which was underlain by a 
partially cemented hardpan, the caissons were abandoned in favor 
of piles and pile-caps at a large increase in cost. Shortly after com
pleting the shaft excavation the cementation of the hardpan was de
stroyed by a melting action rather than by a flow of free water. Time 
was the controlling factor in this case. Divers could have been used to 
excavate the bottom part of these caissons but not for the cost of piles 
and pile caps. 

Belling in the bottom of soft inorganic clay introduces hazards 
that a prudent contractor will not or should not assume. 
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8. Hardpan 

Large diameter caisson bells have been excavated in a truly ce
mented hardpan. Air tools are required and the progress is slow. 

9. Sand 

Eight and nine foot diameter caisson bells have been excavated in 
reasonably clean damp sand. No contractor will knowingly undertake 
a caisson installation to bell in saturated sand; but when such a situa
tion develops subsequent to the signing of a contract, a solution often 
is found. In this instance each caisson area was de-watered as the 
work progressed. Four wellpoints equally spaced outside the bell area, 
connected by hard-wall-rubber hose to a double-diaphragm pump op
erated overnight, produced a damp sand that stood alone when under
cut at 60 degrees with the horizontal. Neither dry nor saturated sand 
will stand in a vertical cut, let alone when undercut. 

10. Cinders 

In at least one instance seven and eight foot diameter caisson 
bells have been undercut in damp cinders. The site was so situated as 
to prevent the accumulation of free ground-water. To the best of the 
writer's recollection, extending over a period of 38 years, this is the 
only Gow Caisson foundation during the installation of which ground
water control was not a major factor in the success of the operation. 

A positive determination of the strength and imperviousness nec
essary for the material to stand alone in an undercut excavation is not 
always possible in borderline cases, by a visual and manual examina
tion of the boring samples, even by those who make a business of in
stalling this type of foundation. There are no other present tests of 
boring samples for positive determination. The answer often is influ
enced by the prospect of other work and at times by the human trait 
of wishful thinking. 

As of this date no one has devised a mechanical support for a 
bell roof in an unstable belling material. The device to be successful, 
must be in segments which must be placed individually either before 
or as the excavation is being made and, unless expendable, reclaimed 
one segment at a time as the concrete is poured. The first success at 
supporting a leaky or an overly weak material in a bell roof awaits 
recording. 
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Compressed air, the most flexible of supporting media, has been 
tried. Until a suitable mastic capable of closing all soft spots in a bell 
roof as they are uncovered is produced and its application perfected, 
the contractor attempting to use compressed air for this purpose, be
cause of its tendency to vent at unlikely places, will shortly be in legal 
difficulties. 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

The methods used to complete caisson bells m unstable belling 
material have improved with time. 

1. In the beginning the shaft excavation was backfilled with soil 
and a shaft the diameter of the required bell was excavated to the 
bearing material. Where a partial undercut was possible a shaft equal 
in diameter to the required bell minus twice the possible undercut was 
excavated. 

With oversize shafts the entire excavation can be filled with con
crete, or a design-size-shaft cylinder can be centered on the freshly 
concreted bell and as concrete is poured in this cylinder and granular 
soil in the annular ring outside, all cylinders can be reclaimed. To show 
economy the width of the annular ring should measure not less than 
10 inches. With this method the design-size cylinder is termed a "slip 
cylinder." (See Fig. 4.) 

2. Later, when a weak belling material was encountered, and 
to prevent a roof collapse, the shaft excavation would be filled with 
water to a few feet above ground-water. A diver then completed the 
excavation. The bell and part of the shaft excavation would be filled 
with concrete by means of a 2-line bottom-dump bucket. The water 
above the concrete would be removed by pumping and the balance of 
the shaft-concrete poured in the open as the steel cylinders were re
claimed. 

3. Still later, the partially excavated bell would be filled with 
sand and 2 or 3 wellpoints installed within the shaft excavation. The 
points would be located vertically, below the surface of the bearing 
material. They would be connected by hard-wall-rubber hose to a 
double diaphragm pump which was operated overnight. A double 
diaphragm pump, in good mechanical condition, equipped with non
leaking suction-hose and hose connections will, when properly primed, 
successfully draw water from a depth of slightly more than 2 5 feet. 
For de-watering at depths in excess of 25 feet the pump itself must be 
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lowered into a pit excavated from the surface; or eductors and a 
pressure pump without the surface pit might be substituted for the 
wellpoints and diaghragm pump. Where it has been necessary to resort 
to this dewatering method, it has not failed to create conditions under 
which the bell was successfully completed in the open. This procedure 
has not been fully utilized to date. 

4. Bell excavations have been made.in weak but not leaky belling 
material by trenching to the circumference of the bell at quarter points 
and posting roof and bottom planks as shown in Fig. 3. The remaining 
soil, supporting the bell roof between the planks, is removed as 
quickly as possible, using as many men as can freely work in the 
bottom. When completed the excavation is immediately filled with 
concrete. Once started, each bell is a continuous operation to its com
pletion. The planks and posts are not removed. 

5. Where the required bearing area is greater than that provided 
by the largest available steel cylinder, multiple caissons are installed 
and capped in the manner of a pile cluster ( See Fig. 5). In such in
stances the bearing area is adjusted to compensate for the change in 
weight of the concrete. 

The substitution of two, three or four belled caissons and the cap, 
for one large-belled caisson has not been fully explored. This method 
is inefficient for column loads which are divisible into multiple caissons 
loaded to less than 200 tons each. It is well to keep in mind that caisson 
construction is estimated and sold on a cubic yard basis. All other 
things being equal, the price changes as the yardage. Shaft volume 
changes with the square of the diameter and the undercut changes at 
a rate faster than the square of the volume. 

The following example will illustrate the benefits to be derived 
from the use of multiple caissons. In the top part of Fig. 5 is shown 
a single caisson. It was to have a 64 inch minimum shaft and a bell 
diameter of 18 feet. The surface of the bearing material was 3 5 feet 
below the bottom of the basement excavation. While the stratum of 
belling material was thick enough, the lower 12 feet lacked the strength 
to stand alone during the time required to remove 41 cubic yards of 
undercut and fill the bell excavation with concrete. 

By substituting a cap and 4 small caissons of total equivalent 
bearing area for the large caisson, the problem was simplified as 
follows: 
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( 1) The total volume for the 4 small caissons and the cap is ap
proximately 2 cubic yards more than the volume in the single 
caisson. 

( 2) Reinforcing steel is required for the cap. 
(3) Much of the volume in the big bell, which was at the most 

inaccessible point, has been transferred to the most accessible 
point, the cap. • 

( 4) The smaller steel cylinders are more readily installed and 
removed than are the cylinders for the large diameter shaft. 

( 5) There is a chance to increase the cylinder gain with the small 
cylinders and thus reduce the estimated shaft yardage while 
the opposite would be true with large cylinders. 

( 6) The small-bell undercut can be started by a man standing on 
the bottom of the bell; a ladder would be required for a man 
to start the undercut of the large bell. 

( 7) Most important of all, based on yardage of undercut alone, 
the hazard in making the small bells one at a time, is reduced 
to less than one-seventh of that in making the large bell. 

At this time it might be pointed out that the use of high-strength 
concrete almost always complicates the installation of belled caissons 
by decreasing the shaft diameter and thus increasing the height of bell. 
Only where the allowable soil bearing is high or the belling stratum 
thick and of good quality, would the use of high-strength concrete be 
advantageous. 

HAND OPERATION 

Installation of the Gow Caisson by hand methods ( See Fig. 6) 
involves the use of telescoping steel cylinders which are driven to line 
the shaft excavation as it is deepened. The starting cylinder, approx
imately 5 feet long, is large enough in diameter to allow for the number 
of approximately 8 foot long cylinders that will be required to reach 
the top of the bell with a cylinder of the design shaft diameter. Each 
cylinder is 2 inches smaller in diameter than the one immediately 
above. The gain in depth per cylinder is judged by the type or types 
of soil through which the shaft must be excavated. In the same ma
terial a large diameter cylinder cannot be driven as far as one of 
smaller diameter. A granular material will decrease the gain per 
cylinder to less than that in other materials regardless of cylinder 
size. 
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FIG. 6 
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At many locations the part of the shaft excavation in the organic 
soil will stand alone. However, to help support the roof of the bell, 
it is wise procedure to set a cylinder at the bottom of the shaft. In all 
cases, the bottom cylinder must be driven into the organic soil, either 
at or above the top of the bell, a sufficient distance to seal off all free 
ground water at a higher elevation. 

The detailed procedure is as follows : 

( 1) A circular hole approximately 3 feet deep, is excavated to re
ceive the starting cylinder which is set and driven as the ex
cavation is deepened, until its top edge is approximately 6 
inches above the ground surface. Successive cylinders ap
proximately 8 feet long are set and driven as the excavating 
of the shaft progresses. 

( 2) A bottom man in the excavation loads the material by hand 
shovel into a strongly built bucket. The load is raised to the 
surface by two or three top men pulling down on a rope that 
passes through an overhead ginblock hung from a tripod or 
4 leg derrick . Making depth is relatively slow and ground 
water must be controlled by pumping until sealed off. 

Ground water in organic soils contains methane gas in 
varying amounts. This gas is deadly. Its presence can be 
detected by odor and power-driven fan s must be used to 
provide ventilation for its control. 

( 3) To prevent the ground water from overflowing the tops of 
cylinders and drenching the bottom man , a partially flattened 
short section of pipe is inserted in the annular space between 
cylinders and the overflow intercepted by pumping. 

No bottom water will be present when the bearing mate
rial is clay. 

To control bottom water in granular material , a suction 
hose or a pneumatic pump is lowered inside the shaft excava
tion . The intake end is equipped with a screen and foot valve. 
Many schemes are used to lower the hose or pump so the 
water can be kept below the bottom surface of the excavation. 

The top and bottom water may be controlled by dia
phragm pumps which will handle silt-laden water without 
undue wear. All suction hoses must be removed and replaced 
to re-establish the dewatering system each time a steel 
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cylinder is inserted or removed from the shaft excavation. 
The same procedure is followed with pneumatic pumps 
which wear badly in this service. 

( 4) Concrete is deposited by being passed through a funnel 
equipped with a neck approximately 3 feet long and 8 to 10 
inches in diameter. The funnel, with its rigidly connected 
neck, is securely fastened to direct the concrete straight 
down. Since no form s are present the concrete is allowed to 
fall to the bottom. There is no better way to deposit con
crete in a restricted area ; there is no worse way than to run 
the concrete out of a chute and cause it to bounce from side 
to side on its way to the bottom . Attempting properly to di
rect the concrete with a hand shovel held at the discharge 
end of a chute is a delusion . 

At all times the surface of the concrete is kept enough above 
the bottom of the lowest cylinder to prevent the earth from moving 
in as the nest of cylinders is pulled by means of a hand operated winch
derrick and block and tackle. 

Many gadgets, such as spear-guided drop-weights , hollow and 
forked driving dollies, pulling straps, spanners and other items of 
mall equipment or tools are used in connection with this work. 

MACHINE OPERATION 

While the hand operation must be employed in limited headroom 
locations, in restricted working areas and in other special locations, 
it rapidly is being replaced by rotary-excavating machines. These 
machines are of two types- bucket and auger. ( See Figs. 7, 8 and 9.) 

Thickness and quality of belling material which apply to a hand 
operation, apply equally to a machine operation where the bell is un
dercut by hand. Where the bell is undercut by machine the speed of 
operation allows the quality of the belling material to be of a poorer 
quality. But details of the operation change. 

( 1) No machine can excavate with water-control equipment 
hanging in the shaft excavation. All methods of ground
water control, well-points, ejectors and sumps, must be in
stalled outside the bell area. 

( 2) Progress in depth is made rapidly, even through saturated 
but not clean granular soils, so that cylinder lengths of 16 



Frc. 7.-Gow BucKET MACHINE 
This machine has a gasoline engine driven generator main power un it. Each machine 

movement is individual motor drive. 
It is caterpillar track equipped. 
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Frc. 8.-CALWELD MACHINES 
These machines are equipped with gasoline or Diesel engines, and are mounted on 

wheels or caterpillar tracks; they may be self-contained units or complete excavating 
units attached to truck or crawler crane. For ordinary digging they are equipped with 
bucket or auger ; for djgging dense, bony material and weak bedrock they are equipped 
with tools of special types. 
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FIG. 9 .-WILLIAMS MACHINES 

These machines are equipped with gasoline or Diesel engines ; and may be self-con

tained units or excavating units that are attached to truck or crawler crane. For ordinary 

digging they are equipped with bucket or auger; for digging dense, bony materials and 

bedrock they are equipped with tools and bits of special types. 
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feet or more can be set and pushed down in the shaft excava
tion. With some machines the cylinders can be rotated to 
gain depth. 

( 3) Cylinder diameters change by 2 or 4 inches. 
( 4) Bucket and auger diameters of any desirable size are avail

able. Changing from one bucket or auger to another is ac
complished quickly. 

( 5) Generally the cost of water control is materially less than 
for a hand operation. 

( 6) The action when raising the loaded bucket or auger out of 
a shaft excavation corresponds to moving a tight-fitting 
piston out of a closed-end cylinder. Unless the bucket or 
auger is vented to admit atmospheric pressure to the excava
tion below, raising the loaded tool will sometimes cause the 
wall of the unlined excavation to collapse. 

( 7) Where obstructions or large stones are encountered, a man 
must be lowered to chain the obstruction to permit its re
moval independently of the excavating tool. Augers of vari
ous types, that will reclaim many obstructions, have been 
or are being developed for machine use. An obstruction pro
jecting into or in alignment within the excavation is trouble 
for the hand and the machine operation. 

( 8) To increase production, more machines must be supplied or 
the operation put on a two or three shaft basis. A crane 
usually works with the specially built machine to do all parts 
of the work other than the actual excavating. 

(9) To empty, a loaded bucket must be swung or pulled aside 
to clear the excavation and its bottom doors opened man
ually or automatically. When excavating sticky material it 
often is difficult to unload a bucket. 

An auger is unloaded by spinning and need not be swung 
or pulled aside; the ring of discharged material is removed by 
hand or by another machine. 

( 10) The stem by which the bucket or auger is turned is called 
the "kelly." 

It may be in one piece or telescoping; it may be square in 
cross-section, or circular, and if telescoping, with full length 
keys inside all but the smallest and outside all sections. 
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(11) Neither the bucket or auger tool will excavate a loose, clean, 
inundated granular soil. 

( 12) An auger, by stirring in water and bentonite to form a slurry 
will soften an inundated clean granular soil so a long cylinder · 
can be forced to the depth necessary to seal off the free water 
and allow the shaft excavation to be made in the open. 

( 13) The Calweld and Williams machines have a built-in crowd
ing action to force the excavating tool when the digging is 
hard. 

( 14) Unless the loaded belling bucket can be lifted through the 
rotary table, the maximum diameter of machine-excavated 
bell is limited to the headroom under the rotary-tab!~ hous
ing. 

(15) In doubtful soil conditions the caisson contractor will, at 
small cost, make one or more excavations to determine the 
suitability of the caisson type foundation. 
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William F. Uhl, former President and Chairman of the Board of 
Chas. T. Main, Inc., Boston engineering firm, passed away on Decem
ber 23, 1963. 

Mr. Uhl was associated with Chas. T. Main, Inc. for 53 years. He 
served the firm as President from 1940 to 1957, when he became Chair
man of the Board. Mr. Uhl also was senior partner of Uhl, Hall & 
Rich, a partnership_ affiliate of Chas. T. Main, Inc. He retired in 1962. 

One of the country's foremost hydraulic engineers, Mr. Uhl served 
as a Member of the Board of Consultants for the Tennessee Valley 
Authority and for the U.S. Corps of Engineers on many hydroelectric 
and flood control projects. During his years with Chas. T. Main, Inc., 
he participated in the design of over 50 hydroelectric developments. 

He was born in Sebewaing, Michigan, and received a B.S. 
degree from Michigan State University in 1902, and a Civil Engineer
ing degree in 1910. He was awarded honorary degrees by his Alma 
Mater and Tufts University. 

Mr. Uhl was a life member of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the Boston Society of Civil 
Engineers." He belonged to the Newcomen Society of North America 
and the Brae Burn Country Club. 

He leaves his wife, the former Minnie S. Adams. 
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OF GENERAL INTEREST 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

Boston Society of Civil Engineers 

SEPTEMBER 25, 1963.-A Joint Meeting 
of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers 
with the Transportation Section was 
held this evening in the Society Rooms, 
47 Winter Street, Boston, Mass., and 
was called to order by President John 
F. Flaherty, at 7 :00 P.M. 

President Flaherty stated that the 
Minutes of the previous meeting held 
May 8, 1963 were published in the July 
issue of the Journal and that the read
ing of those Minutes would be waived 
unless there was objection. 

The Secretary announced the names of 
applicants for membership in the Society. 

President Flaherty announced that 
the Annual Student Night of the Boston 
Society of Civil Engineers would be 
held at Northeastern University, Thurs
day, October 17, 1963, and the speaker 
would be Dr. Melvin W. First, Assoc. 
Prof. of Applied Industrial Hygiene, 
Harvard University, School of Public 
Health. Subject "Environmental Health 
Engineering." 

President Flaherty announced the 
death of the following member:-

Charles M. Spofford, elected a mem
ber April 17, 1901, Honorary Member 
December 19, 1946, who died July 2, 
1963. 

President Flaherty announced that 
this was a Joint Meeting with the Trans
portation Section and turned the meet
ing over to Ernest A. Herzog, Chairman 
of that Section to conduct any necessary 
business. 

Chairman Herzog introduced speaker 
of the evening, Mr. Donald M. Graham, 
Planning Project Director, Boston Re
gional Planning Project who gave an in
teresting talk on "Can We Plan for the 
Future?". 

A discussion period followed the talk. 
Twenty-five members and guests at

tended the meeting. 
Meeting adjourned at 8:20 P.M. 

CHARLES 0. BAIRD, JR., Secretary 

OCTOBER 17, 1963.-A Joint Meeting 
of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers 
with the Massachusetts Section of the 
American Society of Civil Engineers was 
held this evening at Northeastern Uni
versity, Boston, Mass. The student 
Chapters of the New England Colleges 
were especially urged to attend. 

From 3 :00 to 5 :30 P.M., a tour of 
the Northeastern University Campus 
was made and coffee served by North
eastern Student Chapter. At 6:30 P.M., 
a dinner was served in University Com
mons, Student Center Building and 
delegates from Northeastern University, 
Mass. Inst. of Technology, Tufts Univer-
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sity, Norwich University, Univ. of New 
Hampshire, Univ. of Rhode Island, 
Dartmouth College, Merrimack College, 
and New England College were present. 

President Flaherty extended a cor
dial welcome to the students. 

The Secretary announced the names 
of applicants for membership in the 
BSCE and that the following had been 
elected to membership October 17, 
1963:-

Grade of Member-Leonard Barbieri, 
Lyle E. Branagan, Domenic Ca
pone, Edward J. Conley, Jr., Wil
liam H. Connolly, Saul Cooper, 
Manuel A. Diaz, Jr., Edward P. 
Dunn, Joseph W. Finegan, Jr., J. 
E. Giles, Jr., Richard Gleeson, 
Jay S. Grumbling, Laszlo C. Ham
mersberg, Edward R. Holley, Jr., 
Harold D. Kilgore, Richard P. Kot
elly, John A. Lager, Robert W. 
McIntosh, Ronald T. McLaughlin, 
Richard D. C. Lloyd, Edward G. 
A. Powers, Paul W. Prendiville, 
Lincoln Reid, Thomas B. Richard
son, Milton E. Silverman, George 
E. Tozer, Harold A. Wegge!, Mar
tin Weiss, Richard L. Werner. 

Grade of Student-Frank A. Benham, 
Jr., Leland H. Jenkins, Robert M. 
Wood. 

President Flaherty introduced Cran
ston R. Rogers, President of Massachu
setts Section of ASCE and asked him 
to conduct any necessary business of 
ASCE at this time. 

President Flaherty then introduced 
the speaker of the evening, Dr. Melvin 
W. First, Assoc. Prof. of Applied In
dustrial Hygiene, Harvard University, 
School of Public Health, who gave a 
most interesting talk on "Environmental 
Health Engineering." 

A question period followed the talk. 

Two hundred members and guests at
tended the dinner and meeting. 

The meeting adjourned at 9 :00 P.M. 

CHARLES 0. BAIRD, JR., Secretary 

NOVEMBER 20, 1963.-A Joint Meeting 
of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers 
with the Structural and Hydraulics Sec
tions was held this evening at the 
United Community Services Building, 
14 Somerset Street, Boston, Mass., and 
was called to order by President John 
F. Flaherty, at 7 :00 P.M. 

President Flaherty stated that the 
Minutes of the October 17, 1963 meet
ing would be published in a forthcom
ing issue of the Journal and that the 
reading of those Minutes would be 
waived unless there was objection. 

President Flaherty announced the 
death of the following members:-

Dr. Karl Terzaghi, elected a member 
May 21, 1948, Honorary Member March 
3, 1952, died October 25, 1963. 

William T. Crossland, elected a mem
ber May 17, 1948, died October 24, 
1963. 

Warren M. Campbell, elected a mem
ber September 24, 1941, died May 21, 
1963. 

The Secretary announced the names 
of applicants for membership in the 
Society and that the following had been 
elected to membership November 20, 
1963:-

Grade of Member-Horst Borbereky, 
Arthur S. Chavoor, Denis P. Gal
vin, Norman W. Mitchell, Volde
mar Onton, Robert H. Reeves. 

Grade of Junior Member-Charles H. 
Helliwell, Jr., James P. Olson, Her
bert M. Priluck. 

President Flaherty announced that 
former Governor John A. Volpe would 
be the speaker at the Transportation 
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Section meeting to be held Monday, 
November 25th. 

President Flaherty stated that this 
was a Joint Meeting with the Structural 
and Hydraulics Sections and called 
upon Harl P. Aldrich, Jr., Chairman of 
the Structural Section and Richard F. 
Dutting, Chairman of the Hydraulics 
Section to conduct any necesary busi
ness of those sections at this time. 

President Flaherty introduced the 
speaker of the evening Dr. Arthur T. 
Ippen, Prof. of Hydraulics, Mass. Inst. 
Technology who gave a most interest
ing talk on "Engineering Problems 
Around the World." 

A discussion period followed the talk. 
Twenty-five members and guests at

tended the dinner preceding the meet
ing and 36 members and guests at
tended the meeting. 

The meeting adjourned at 8 :45 P.M. 

CHARLES 0. BAIRD, JR., Secretary 

DECEMBER 18, 1963.-A Joint Meeting 
of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers 
with the Sanitary Section was held this 
evening in the Society Rooms, 4 7 Win
ter Street, Boston, Mass., and was 
called to order by President John F. 
Flaherty, at 7 :00 P.M. 

President Flaherty stated that the 
Minutes of the November 20, 1963 
meeting would be published in a forth
coming issue of the Journal and that the 
reading of those Minutes would be 
waived unless there was objection. 

The Secretary announced the names 
of applicants for membership in the 
Society and that the following had been 
elected to membership November 20, 
1963. 

Grade of Member-Roger C. Albiston, 
William C. Freeman, Gilbert K. 
Nersesian, Donald W. Schwinn, Al
bert C. Waters, Jr. 

Grade of Junior-Robert E. Broder
ick. 

President Flaherty requested the Sec
retary to present recommendation of 
the Board of Government to the So
ciety for action. President stated that 
this matter was before the Society in 
accordance with provisions of the By
Laws and notice of such action pub
lished in the ESNE Journal, December 
9, 1963. 

Secretary presented the following 
recommendation of the Board of Gov
ernment to the Society for action at 
this meeting. 

1vf otion-"to recommend to the So
ciety that the Board of Govern
ment be authorized to transfer an 
amount not to exceed $5000 from 
the Principal of the Permanent 
Fund to the Current Fund for cur
rent expenditures. Also that a fund 
be established by a loan of a sum 
not to exceed $6800 from the Prin
cipal of the Permanent Fund for 
re-publishing Vols. I and II and a 
new Vol. No. III of 'Contributions 
to Soil Mechanics.' " Proceeds from 
sale of publications to be used to 
repay the loan. 

On motion duly made and seconded 
it was VOTED "that the Board of Gov
ernment be authorized to transfer an 
amount not to exceed $5000 from the 
Principal of the Permanent Fund to the 
Current Fund for current expenditures. 
Also that a fund be established by a 
loan of a sum not to exceed $6800 from 
the Principal of the Permanent Fund for 
re-publishing Vols. I and II and a new 
Vol. No. III of 'Contributions to Soil 
Mechanics.' " Proceeds from sale of 
publications to be used to repay the loan. 

President Flaherty stated that final ac
tion on this matter would be taken at 
the January 1964 meeting of the Society. 
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President Flaherty stated that this 
was a joint meeting with the Sanitary 
Section and turned the meeting over to 
Charles Y. Hitchcock, Jr., Chairman of 
that Section to conduct any necessary 
business for the Section at this time. 

Chairman Hitchcock introduced the 
speaker of the evening, Mr. Gerald N. 
McDermott, Sanitary Engineer, Ad
vanced Waste Treatment Research Pro
gram, Robert A. Taft Engineering Cen
ter, who gave a most interesting 
illustrated talk on "Advanced Waste 
Treatment-Its Present Status and Fu
ture Outlook." 

A discussion period followed the talk. 
Thirty members and guests attended 

the meeting. 

Meeting adjourned at 8 :45 P.M. 

CHARLES 0. BAIRD, JR., Secretary 

ADDITIONS 

Members 

Roger C. Albiston, 641 East Avenue, 
Pawtucket, R.I. 

Leonard Barbieri, 103 Gordon Avenue, 
Boston 36, Mass. 

Lyle · E. Branagan, 17 Crown Ridge 
Road, Wellesley 82, Mass. 

Horst Borbereky, 10 March Terr., W. 
Roxbury, Mass. 

Edward J. Conley, 15 Patridge St., W. 
Roxbury, Mass. 

Saul Cooper, 17 Bay Avenue, East Hull, 
Mass. 

Arthur Chavoor, 26 Douglas Road, Bel
mont 78, Mass. 

William H. Connolly, 22 Wagonwheel 
Road, Sudbury, Mass. 

Domenic Capone, 3 Royalston Avenue, 
Winchester, Mass. 

Edward P. Dunn, 103 Fairfield Street, 
Needham, Mass. 

Manual A. Diaz, Jr., 3 Ardmore Avenue, 
Burlington, Mass. 

Joseph W. Finegan, Jr., 29 Patricia 
Road, Peabody, Mass. 

Jay S. Grumbling, 18 Oakwood Road, 
South Acton, Mass. 

James E. Giles, Jr., 60 Jaffrey St., E. 
Weymouth, Mass. 

Denis P. Galvin, Sequoia National Park, 
3 Rivers, California 

Richard Gleeson, 5 Fuller St., Everett, 
Mass. 

Edward J. Holley, Jr., 28 Moore Place, 
Arlington, Mass. 

Richard P. Kotelly, 1716 Columbia 
Road, S. Boston, Mass. 

Harold D. Kilgore, 182 Franklin St., 
Reading, Mass. 

Richard B. Lynds, 11 Redmont Street, 
North Reading, Mass. 

John A. Lager, 9 Linden St., Framing
ham, Mass. 

Richard D. Lloyd, 223 North St., Hing
ham, Mass. 

Ronald T. McLaughlin, 9 Brantwood 
Road, Arlington, Mass. 

Robert W. McIntosh, 336 South Avenue, 
Weston, Mass. 

Gilbert K. Nersesian, 11 Marwood Road, 
Worcester, Mass. 

Voldemar Onton, 18 Mellon St., Dor
chester, Mass. 

Edward G. A. Powers, 72 Gardner St., 
Boston 34, Mass. 

Paul W. Prendiville, 443 North Road, 
Bedford, Mass. 

Thomas B. Richardson, 1 Wall St., Ar
lington, Mass. 

Lincoln Reid, 863 Webster St., Hanover, 
Mass. 

Robert H. Reeves, 40 Winchester St., 
Brookline, Mass. 

Milton E. Silverman, 70 Hiawatha Ave., 
Waltham, Mass. 

George H. Tozer, 22 Oakhurst Road, 
Beverly, Mass. 
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Harold A. Wegge!, 325 Mystic Street, 
Arlington, Mass. 

Richard L. Werner, 32 Winchester St., 
Brookline, Mass. 

Martin Weiss, 79 Spiers Road, Newton, 
Mass. 

Albert C. Waters, Jr., Elm Street, Box
ford, Mass. 

Junior Members 

Arthur Benedict, 4507 Washington St., 
Newton, Mass. 

Harold T. Benoit, 38 Tremont St., 
Stoneham, Mass. 

Clifford W. Bowers, 68 Preston St., 
Wakefield, Mass. 

Frank J. Killilea, Jr., 139 Hidden Road, 
Andover, Mass. 

Robert J. Kachinsky, 416 Center St., 
Hanover, Mass. 

Denis J. Leary, 611 West Green St., 
Urbana, Illinois 

John E. Perry, Jr., P.O. Box 92, Scot
land, Conn. 

James P. Olson, 265 Farrington St., 
Quincy, Mass. 

Herbert M. ;F'riluck, 93 Marion St., 
Brookline, Mass. 

DEATHS 

Warren M. Campbell, May 21, 1963 
William T. Crossland, Oct. 24, 1963 
Charles M. Spofford, July 2, 1963 
Karl Terzaghi, Oct. 2 5, 1963 
William F. Uhl, Dec. 23, 1963 
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